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The University of Northern Iowa campanile is not just a building, it's a sensation. 
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smell of the lilacs ... the gentle music of the carillon wafting through the air. 
Now you can have a campanile for your office or home to bring back these wonderful 
memories. The Northern Iowa Alumni Association has commissioned the hand casting 
of the campanile in solid old English pewter. 
Approximately four and one-half inches tall, it can stand alone or be mounted on a 
hand-polished walnut base containing a solid brass plate personalized with your 
name, degree and date of graduation in routered lettering. 
To order your pewter campanile, call or write the Office of Alumni Relations, 
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0284, (319) 273-2355. 
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Research 
not just for grad students anymore 
by Debbie Blake, Editor 
Research - the term conjures up images of 
white coated, serious 
looking scientists peering 
intensely at bubbling vessels of 
chemicals or minute objects 
under a microcscope or 
mountains of data. 
True, it's a stereotypical 
image, but it fits at Northern 
Iowa with one exception. The 
scientist<, are student'>. 
Research at the 
undergraduate level, 
uncommon at many institutions, 
is encouraged and supported by 
professors and department'> at 
Northern Iowa and is often 
funded by national organizations 
and government agencies. 
Trunnell and graduate 
student, Bob Epling, were 
employed through the summer 
to devise a holographic method 
for testing precision machined 
gear tooth surfaces. Holography 
is a lenseless photographic 
method that uses la'ier light to 
produce three-dimensional 
images. The procedure that 
Trunnell is testing scans the 
machined surfaces for flaws at a 
much more rapid rate than 
conventional testing methods. 
In addition, the focus of the 
research has more than one 
purpose. It's being conducted -
not just for learning's sake, 
Out of the armchair 
Trunnell describes the 
research a'i a "unique lab 
experience." He says that 
"Through four years of college, 
the lab cl,L'ises I've been in have 
required the same thought 
processes from everyone in the 
cla'iS. We were all searching for 
the same right answer. 
although that is the major benefit to the student'i - but because 
the results of their studies may someday benefit society 
For example, Kathy Dawson-Overholtzer has conducted 
extensive research to see if acid rain can cause damage to fruit 
leaves. Scott Heuchlin has studied the effect'i of drought and 
light on soybeans. Raj Modak and Gretchen Brueckner are 
trying to determine how embyronic cells communicate with 
each other to form organs. And Mark Trunnell ha'i devised a 
method to test gears for flaws using la'ier holography. 
Some of these student'> are engaged in the research to 
complete the requirements for a bachelor of science degree; 
others devote a great deal of time to their projects simply 
because they're interested and the opportunity is available. 
Such is the case with Mark Trunnell, senior, applied physics 
and teaching major. He is working with Dale Olson, professor of 
physics, on a holography research project in cooperation with 
John Deere and Company. 
Scott Heuchlin and Virginia Berg, assistant professor, measure the 
effects of drought and light on soybeans. 
"This research forced me to 
argue my own point5 and convince others. I couldn 't look up the 
answer in the textbook. It took a lot of patience. I learned that 
some days everything goes right and on others nothing does. 
"Dale ( Olson) left us alone - we pretty much did the work 
and made daily decisions. If we got stuck, he would sit down 
with us and provide the theoretical background to help us work 
through the problem." 
Looking ahead to graduate school work in electro optics, 
Trunnell says the research helped him realize that "applied 
research is definitely the area I want to work in. I didn 't get 
bored and I can see a practical outcome. It's a totallv different 
perspective than theory." 
An added bonus for Trunnell wa'i a trip to Iowa City this 
summer to work on a superconductivity project with Olson and 
several University of Iowa graduate student-;. High temperature 
superconductivity is a revolutionary new process of near perfect 
conductivity of electrical energy. 
"The graduate student'i were pretty amazed that I had the 
knowledge and experience working with electro-optics that I do 
a'i an undergraduate," he notes. 
"I have several friends who are physics majors at larger 
3 
Gretchen Brueckner works with Ira Simet, assistant professor, isolating 
cells in embryo brains of chickens. 
4 
The professors are very accessible. If I can't find 
my professor, I'll ask another. Everyone is willing 
to help. 
This university is small enough to provide access 
to professors and equipment, but large enough to 
provide the facilities for the work. 
universities. It's amazing to them that I have keys to the 
holographic lab. They're seniors and they've never seen a l,L'ier. 
"This university is small enough to provide access to 
professors and equipment, but large enough to provide the 
facilities for the work," he concludes. 0 Ison, who has taught physics at orthern Iowa since 1968, sees two advantages of undergraduate research project<;: 
providing a learning opportunity for student'> and 
professional growth for faculty. 
"I think it has really promoted my professional growth. It's 
been exciting and successful. The lab phenomenon -
experimental process - has given me a better understanding o f 
physics principles," he explains. "Holography in particular 
seems to give insight into the more abstract principles. That's 
why I've pursued it in research because it can ea'i ily be used in 
the cla'>sroom. 
" In addition, it's forgiving and flexible in that the researcher 
doesn't have to be extremely precise to get results that lead in 
the right direction. And we don't have to have sophisticated 
equipment, we can devise our own and achieve the same 
result<;." 
Olson sees one drawback regarding research for 
undergraduate students - the amount o f time it takes. 
"l11e harsh realities are that not all students can put that 
much time into a project. " He would like to see a student 
research fund developed that would provide a stipend for 
students to work during the summer o f their junior year. 
"Classes are too r igid and structured. It's hard to get idea'> 
flowing in an hour or two o f cla'is time. And in the large group 
setting many students are too frightened to speak out. A person 
can't be successful in research if he or she is too scared. One 
needs to be courageous and put idea'i on the line. " 
Kathy Dawson-Overholtzer and Scott Heuchlin, both senior 
bio logy students, put their idea<; on the line during research and 
later their results at a national meeting of the American Society 
of Plant Physio logists. 
Dawson-Overholtzer is conducting research mea'iuring the 
effects of acid rain on grapefruit leaves. Heuchlin is continuing a 
research project on soybean plants. 
At the conference, their work wa'i displayed on illustrated 
posters so that onlookers could view it and a'ik questions. 
Because it's rare for the work of undergraduates to be 
presented at a conference, Heuchlin and Dawson-Overholtzer 
were in the minority. 
"l11e interaction w ith people who were interested in my 
project made me question whether I had been thorough in my 
research. But afterward5 when I realized I had done a good job 
it made me feel more comfortable w ith professionals," exp lains 
Dawson-Overholtzer . Both students are working under the guidance of Virginia Berg, a5sistant professor of bio logy, w ith grant funding 
from the Envi ronmental Protection Agencv and the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. Berg ha'i no qualms about letting 
student'> do national caliber work 
" I lay the groundwork, but the student-; do most of the 
research and calculations," she explains. "We settle on the 
priorities of a project together and I try to help them get on the 
right track to get it done. I like it best when the student<; come 
up w ith a proposal and we modify it together , rather than me 
telling them what to do." 
Berg likes having the extra help and the stimulation that 
student'> provide in a research project. "They get excited and 
that helps me to stay excited. And it get'> them actually doing 
science rather than just reading about it. 
"Science is exploring. In the lab, they're no longer armchair 
scientists," she quips. 
Dawson-Overholtzer, who want'> to pursue a ma'iter 's degree 
in botany and a career in research, speaks highly o f her 
relationship w ith Berg. 
"Gini (Berg) knows a lot of others who are doing this kind of 
research and she keeps up on their result'>. At the conference, 
she introduced me to the people whose research I'd been 
reading. 
"I think I would have been swallowed up at a larger 
university and probably wouldn't have offered my services. 
Here, I knew Gini was working on acid rain research, 
something I've always been interested in, so I suggested 
working w ith her ." 
5 
Heuchlin, a non-traditional student who worked for four years after high school 
before deciding to attend Northern Iowa, 
concurs. 
"The opportunities I've had and the doors that 
were opened to me might not have occurred at 
another university. I think this experience lays the 
groundwork for more successful graduate work. " 
Heuchlin also intends to continue studies in 
botany following graduation in December. 
Once a month, Raj Modak, Gretchen Brueckner 
and Ira Simet drive to Rudd, a small town 45 miles 
north of here, for a gross of nine-dav-old eggs. A5 
soon as they get back, the work begins. 
Brueckner, a senior, and Modak, a junior, take 
the embryos and isolate molecules in the brains 
called glycoproteins with the help of a machine 
called an ultracentrifuge. 
Simet, assistant professor of chemistr-v, says the 
immediate goal of this work is to teach the 
Kathy Dawson-Overholtzer tests the reaction of grapefruit leaires to acid rain. 
students purification techniques that are fundamental to 
chemistry research. The ultimate goal of the process is to stud\' 
cell development to determine how different cell types 
communicate with each other. 
For example, in the jumbled up mess of cells that constitute 
an embryo, Simet wants to determine how brain cells identi~· 
and get together with each other. In other words, what markers 
differentiate a brain cell from a kidney cell. 
Modak, who is participating in the project on his own time 
because he enjoys it, says, "This helps build my confidence, I'm 
shaky on lab technique. There's a transition from learning it in 
the books to actually doing it. " Modak is thinking about 
pursuing research or medicine a5 a career. 
Brueckner switched from a bachelor of arts to a bachelor of 
science degree program to get experience in research. The 
degree program requires student5 to take advanced-level 
courses and complete an original research project culminating 
in a written paper. Brueckner will receive two hours of credit 
for the research after she completes a project paper for Simet. 
Although Brueckner doesn't like lab work a~ much as other 
research method5, she believes the hands-on experience has 
been valuable. She intend5 to pursue a career in pharmacology, 
6 
the study of drugs and poisons. 
Brueckner and Modak both view Northern Iowa's medium 
size a5 the major factor allowing them this research opponunitY. 
"I had a friend who wa5 at a bigger institution and there were 
250 people in his organic chemistry class," Brueckner savs. "He 
transferred here and wa5 a5tonished at how much we had to 
know. He thinks it's a lot harder here. Plus we get to actualh· 
work on the equipment. " 
According to Modak who transferred to UNI from a smaller 
school,"There's more student-teacher contact he re. It was hard 
to find a teacher after hours there. You'd think it would be the 
other way around," he reflects. 
"Also here, a student ha5 to have a higher degree of 
motivation because no one is going to hound \ 'OU . But the 
professors are very accessible. If I can 't find my professor, I 'II go 
ask another. Everyone is willing to help. Besides that, thev all 
have Ph.D.'s," he adds. 
All of the students believe their research experience will 
help them get a job or get into graduate school. Even more 
valuable is knowing how to put book learning into practice. 
Simet sums it up best. "It's not just theory anvmore." N 
Raj Modak, aided hl' AssL,tal1f ,,ro/essor Ira Simer, pe1jects bi, /ah technique. 
Science is exploring. In the lab, 
they're no longer armchair 
scientists. 
7 
For men may come 
and men may go. 
But I go on forever. 
'!he Brook 
Going underground 
Solving ground-water protection problellls 
Alfred, Lord Tennyson may not have been able to foresee the potential harm humankind could 
wreak when he wrote the soliloquy 1be Brook, 
but his famous words serve as a vivid reminder of the 
longlasting effects of our actions. 
Groundwater pollution is a grave concern in Iowa 
where farm chemicals, a mainstay of agriculture's 
existence, are being found in farm wells, streams and 
rivers; where one of the 10 worst chemical dumpsites 
in the nation has been identified (LaBounty, near 
Charles City); and where the porous nature of the soil 
structure leading to the underground aquifer adds to 
the gravity of the situation. 
The Iowa Legislature has addressed the problem 
this past session with the passage of the Groundwater 
Protection Act, a landmark bill that funds research 
and education and assesses a tax on hazardous and 
solid waste disposal to generate funding for future 
programs. 
The bill allocated funds to the University of 
Northern Iowa to establish a center aimed at helping 
small businesses determine how to manage 
hazardous and solid wastes. Even before the Act 
became law, professors at Northern Iowa were 
involved in such projects as environmental 
curriculum development for primary and secondary 
students and the testing of farm wells for nitrate 
levels. 
Northern Iowa's tradition of maintaining the 
natural habitat and promoting awareness of it dates 
back to the establishment of the Iowa Teachers 
Conservation Camp in 1950 and continues today with 
its extensive system of biological preserves and 
Outlook environmental enrichment curriculum 
program for primary and secondary students. The 
three stories that follow detail the University's 
involvement in the area of groundwater protection. 
The gallles children play: creating 
a-wareness in the young 
by Debbie Blake 
Editor 
n aquarium sits prominently on a 
bookshelf in the 9th grade 
lassroom. Its filled with layers of 
soil, sand and gravel with a pool of water 
at the bottom, much like a crossected 
view of a hillside. A device in the 
aquarium acts like a well drawing water 
to the surface; it also provides surface 
moisture in the form of rain. Near the top 
of the aquarium, but covered with several 
layers of soil, is a piece of cotton that's 
been soaked in green dye representing 
an old landfill. 
In class, students are asked to imagine 
a new house and a well being built on the 
site and determine what the 
consequences to the land would be. 
A demonstration provides a graphic 
illustration of the effects. As dirt is 
excavated for the house and water is 
drawn up through the well the soil layers 
below collapse to fill the empty space. 
Following a rainfall, the green dye 
leaches into the water pool turning the 
water a dirty green. 
This situation is an example of a 
special curriculum project designed to 
raise awareness of environmental issues 
with schoolchildren. 
The project directed by David 
McCalley, professor of biology and 
science education, is part of the states 
Integrated Farm Management Program 
9 
(IFMP) that is concerned with protecting 
Iowa's groundwater thro_ugh agricultural 
energy conservation. 
While groundwater and agricultural 
energy conservation may at first glance 
appear unrelated, Mccalley notes IFMP 
focuses on three areas of conservation 
that will protect the groundwater from 
contamination: reducing the energy drain 
on natural gas and petroleum, and 
reducing soil erosion. The programs 
materials are based on three premises: 
1. By reducing the use of nitrogen, 
which is derived from natural gas, more 
natural gas will be available for energy 
needs; 
2. By reducing the use of pesticides, 
which are frequently suspended in 
petroleum distillates, more petroleum 
will be available for other uses; 
3. By implementing minimum tillage 
or no-till practices (planting and tilling at 
the same time) less erosion ocurrs, less 
diesel fuel is used and river and stream 
beds collect fewer pollutants. 
These issues may seem too esoteric 
for the average second or third grader, 
but activities for McCalleys project were 
designed by a group of teachers from all 
grade levels specifically for each grade 
and focus more generally on creating 
awareness of groundwater pollutants. 
For example at the primary level, 
games modeled after popular children's 
games have been designed. 
The games are played in conjunction 
with other material being studied to 
graphically display the consequences of 
everyday actions. 
10 
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One game called Pumps and Pipes, 
similar to Chutes and Ladders, illustrates 
how difficult it is to keep groundwater 
from being contaminated as students 
follow the progression of wastes from 
our homes into the sewer system and 
finally into the underground acquifer. 
Another game called Solve It is 
modeled after Clue where kids attempt to 
determine the source of groundwater 
contamination by answering the 
questions, "Who did it?", "With what?", 
and "Where?" As children play they 
become aware that common household 
products such as shaving cream from the 
bathroom, floor wax for tl1e kitchen and 
fertilizer for the lawn can all be pollutants 
of our groundwater and everyone as 
users of these products is responsible. 
(See illustration.) 
A grant awarded by the Iowa 
Department of Agriculture and Land 
Stewardship provided funds for the 
project's initial stages - curriculum 
writing, material development and 
classroom testing. It's expected tl1at the 
Department of Natural Resources will 
oversee its continuation with funds from 
the Iowa Groundwater Protection Act to 
hold workshops for teacher training. 
The curriculum was written during a 
three week period this summer by six 
';.,; 
public school teachers who helped 
McCalley with the highly successful 
"Outlook" environmental awareness 
program in 1981. That program, aimed at 
helping students realize the role they can 
take in resolving environmental 
problems, has been introduced in 
numerous states and five countries. 
Bernie Hermanson, 9th grade teacher 
at Sumner High School, who helped 
write and is currently testing the 
curriculum, says he's seen a great deal of 
benefit from the classroom projects. "I've 
seen the spark in the kids eyes that says 
'oh, that's what that means.' I can tell they 
have a better understanding now of how 
easily our water supply can be polluted 
and how long it takes to rectify the 
situation." 
Erwin Richter 
Nitrates 
in our -water 
or 
The deadly drink 
by Steve Jones 
Graduate Assistant 
Questions about the quality of Iowa's underground water keep flowing, 
but a University of Northern Iowa 
professor hopes to slow the current 
with answers from a study of nitrates in 
ground water. 
Erwin W Richter, MA '63, associate 
professor of chemistry, has been 
researching the level of nitrates in well 
water and ground water in the Cedar 
Falls area. Although his research, partially 
funded by a state grant, is taking place 
near the University of Northern Iowa, the 
results could eventually lead to new 
nitrate usage practices throughout the 
state. 
Nitrates can get into drinking wells, 
especially shallow wells. When the nitrate 
concentration in the water reaches 45 
parts per million, the U.S. Public Health 
Service recommends people avoid 
drinking it. A high nitrate concentration 
destroys hemoglobin-carrying 
capabilities in infants and ultimately can 
lead to death. 
Hence the word nitrates has a stigma 
attached to it thats not always warranted. 
Nitrate, a chemical combination of 
nitrogen and oxygen, is essential for plant 
growth. When nitrogen is applied to 
crops in the form of ammonia, manure, 
or nitrates directly, it promotes growth. 
What nitrates aren't absorbed by the 
plants enter the soil where much of the 
compound dissipates. Nitrates become 
the bad guys when they seep into the 
groundwater. 
Scientists elsewhere in Iowa are 
conducting research similar to Richter's 
because, he acknowledges, not enough is 
known about nitrates. "The whole state 
lacks adequate information on nitrates. 
Thats where I see this research fitting in 
- providing information." 
Richter's hypothesis, shared by other 
researchers, is that too much nitrogen is 
applied to Iowa croplands. The questions 
he and others hope to answer include: 
how much is too much nitrogen?; and 
when are the best times to apply the 
11 
12 
How much is too much nitrogen? 
. . . when is the best time to apply the chemical? 
chemical? Research may tell, for example, 
if the spring application of nitrogen, 
rather than fall application, is more 
productive and leads to less pollution of 
the groundwater. During spring, growing 
plants can use the nitrates immediately, 
leaving less to escape into the 
groundwater. 
Richter's research began in February 
of 1986 at the request of the local health 
department. He tested water samples 
from 45 shallow ( about 60 feet deep) 
wells near Finchford, north of Cedar 
Falls. Four of the 45 had high levels of 
nitrates and the land owners were 
notified. InJune, following the planting 
season and application of nitrogen, 
another test was conducted at 23 of the 
first 45 wells. In all but one case, the level 
of nitrates had increased, although most 
of the wells were still within the safe 
water limits. 
"I think that the evidence there states 
very dramatically that the surface 
application of nitrogen affects the ground 
water," Richter says. 
While additional tests are planned for 
the Finchford wells early next year, a 
more involved project is taking place at 
the John Miller farm west of Cedar Falls 
where Richter is testing soil water along 
the tile lines that drain the farm. Miller, a 
friend of Richters has the ideal 
environment for groundwater research. 
'John has a fantastic amount of data," 
Richter explains. "He knows exactly what 
his tiling patterns are, he's kept records of 
his nitrate application, pesticide 
application and rainfall. It's a neat 
controlled experiment." 
Partly because the research is taking 
place at an actual farm, Richter received a 
$2,500 grant from the Iowa Geological 
Survery Bureau of the Department of 
Natural Resources (D R) and the 
Integrated Farm Management Program 
(IFMP) through the Iowa Department of 
Agriculture and Land Stewardship. The 
grant will help pay for weekly and, when 
nitrates are applied, daily water tests. 
"Dr. Richter's study is a very important 
aspect of the research being conducted 
because there are so many soils, climates 
and crops throughout the state," explains 
Geroge R Hallberg, supervisor of 
environmental geology for the D R. "In 
the context of other work going on, it 
provides another important component 
to this aspect in the real world." 
Should Richter find evidence that 
nitrogen application patterns need to be 
changed, he'll try to publish the results of 
his research. In addition, he plans to 
disseminate the results to nitrate users, 
the farmers, through agricultural 
publications and by other means. 
"From a research standpoint, my 
obligation is to publish these results in 
scholarly journals so those readers can 
educate the farming community," Richter 
indicates. "If the application rates of 
nitrogen should be changed, its 
ultimately the farmer who will have to 
change them." 
Waste aw-ay: help for sinall businesses 
by Ed Derr, Student Assistant and 
Debbie Blake, Editor Joe Riche, owner of a thriving business that produces farm herbicide chemical 
additives for agricultural crop sprays, 
has a problem. The property he just 
purchased contains a large, old, corroded 
underground storage tank. 
The previous owner admits that the 
tank contains toxic wastes. Joe is 
concerned by the possible ramifications: 
Is the tank leaking? How much longer 
will it contain the waste? Is the water 
supply safe? Was the soil ever 
contaminated? 
To answer some of his questions.Joe 
sent soil and water samples to the state 
laboratory to be tested. The results came 
back negative . But Joe was still concerned 
about the tank's future safety and about 
complying with the law governing 
hazardous wastes. 
Joe knew that digging up the tank, 
disposing of the waste and destroying the 
tank would be a costly endeavor; an 
action he was not prepared to take. His 
idea was to attach monitoring devices to 
the tank to keep tabs on its deterioration, 
but he wasn't sure that was acceptable by 
law. At the same time, he was reluctant to 
call state officials for fear of being fined. 
ThenJoe read a newspaper article 
about the creation of an assistance center 
for the management of hazardous wastes 
that would aid small businesses. He 
decided to call the center for help. 
Officially titled the Small Business 
Assistance Center for Safe and Economic 
Management of Solid and Hazardous 
Substances, the center was established at 
the University of Northern Iowa with 
$50,000 from the Groundwater 
Protection Act. Its operations will be 
subsidized in the future by income from 
waste disposal fees. 
The center will serve as an educational 
and informational resource and act as a 
consultant to small businesses 
recommending solutions that comply 
with the law and are approved by the 
Department of atural Resources (DNR), 
the agency that regulates hazardous waste 
di posal. 
o rthern Iowa was chosen as the site 
for the cente r because of its successful 
Small Business Development Center 
(SBDC) that offers economic and 
marketing advice to fledgling businesses. 
WhenJoe called the center he was 
relieved to hear that his questions would 
be answered. Even though the center was 
not yet functioning in an official capacity, a 
University representative contacted the 
DNR and obtained permission for Joe to 
place a monitoring device o n the 
underground tank. He also found out that 
he would have to register the tank with 
the DNR as part of an identification 
program. 
Joe was relieved. His problem was 
solved with minimal expense and effort 
and he was in compliance with the law. 
Even more importantly, he knew where 
to go for advice and info rmation in the 
future. 
Former Iowa House of 
Representatives majority leader and 
currently director of community services 
at Northern Iowa, Lowell Norland, was a 
major force in the passage of tl1e 
Groundwater Protection Act. orland, 
who is serving on the search committee 
for the center's director, explains that the 
primary mission of the center is to work 
closely with small businesses that need 
expert advice. 
"The center isn't intended to serve as a 
research center, but an info rmation 
resource for small businesses to keep 
them informed of ways that hazardous 
substances can be managed. 
"Small businesses know the hazardous 
substances they produce and want to be 
able to control, but they need a little 
guidance on how to manage it effectively. 
Once a business knows what to do it can 
carry out a management program," 
Norland adds. 
Other responsibilities of the center 
include informing businesses of 
regulation changes regarding hazardous 
substances and offering suggestions for 
production of alternative substances that 
would reduce hazardous waste. 
Bill Witt, public advocate for tl1e Iowa 
Sierra Club, an environmental inte rest 
group, and co-author of the proposal that 
created the center (along with o rland 
and Don Shoultz, Iowa House of 
Representatives), says the center wasn't 
intended as a regulatory agency. 
"A lot of good people know the need 
for management and want to comply with 
the regulations but are nervous about 
talking to the DNR because of the 
possibility of being reported and fined 
for not exercising safe management of 
wastes," Witt maintains. 
"111is center is needed because small 
businesses don't have the money or the 
economies of scale to hire environmental 
engineers as many large businesses do to 
help with their hazardous substance 
management," Witt says. 
Information pertaining to the storage 
and handling, recycling and disposal of 
wastes will be available. In addition, the 
center will help small businesses 
recognize and use existing financial 
assistance programs such as loans and tax 
re lief opportunities. 
Norland sees the center as providing a 
service to enhance the success of small 
businesses. "A small company's prosperity 
is in jeopardy when it has hazardous 
waste management problems. Small 
businesses are vital to the states economy. 
If the state is to grow economically and 
jobwise, we're going to have to give small 
business owners as much help as we can. 
111is center will do that," orland says. N 
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Ed Rathmell, professor of math, stimulates interest in future math teachers. 
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by Debbie Blake 
Editor A train leaves Boston at 9:40 a.m. traveling 52 mph with a destination of New York 240 miles away. At the same time another train leaves New York traveling 45 mph 
toward Boston. What time will they meet? 
The familiar math story problem - one of the fondest 
memories of grade school classes. Not true?? 
Well, if not the most enjoyable experience, story problems 
are considered among the most effective tools for teaching 
mathematic concepts. 
Over the years, problem solving has become the mainstay of 
math instruction, first designated as important in 1978-79 when 
An Ageruia for Action: Recommendations for School 
Mathematics of the 1980s was written. And now its importance is 
reiterated with the introduction of new national math standards 
in what is being called preparation for the year 2,000 and 
beyond. 
Northern Iowa faculty members had a hancf in shaping the 
future of math education in recent years just as other UNI faculty 
have in the past. (See story, page 17.) 
Jack Wilkinson, professor of mathematics, helped write An 
Agerzda for Action, and Ed Rathmell, professor of mathematics, 
is currently serving on the Commission on Standards for School 
Mathematics that introduced new standards for the first time at 
Northern Iowa's 26th Annual K-12 Mathematics Conference this 
fall. 
SOLVING THE 
As early as 1974, Wilkinson devised problem solving 
curriculum called Project Impact that was funded by the 
National Science Foundation. The curriculum was devised and 
tested at the Malcolm Price Laboratory School and 13 years later 
requests for materials from teachers nationwide are still being 
received. 
According to Wilkinson, it used to be common to hear 
teachers say "think harder" in response to students' questions 
about how to do a problem. Now such strategies as 1) guess and 
check, 2) draw a diagram, 3) make a list, 4) solve a simpler 
problem, 5) look for a pattern, or 6) work backwards are used 
to encourage students to think through the problem. 
Teachers in the Cedar Falls School District have been given 
instruction in how to use curriculum based on these strategies 
through a related project funded by the National Science 
Foundation. The result of the two-year grant will be a model 
in-service program that will be used to train kindergarten 
through 12th grade teachers throughout the nation. 
Wilkinson is co-director of the project with Karen Dotseth, 
math teacher at Cedar Falls High School and recipient of a 1984 
Presidential Award for Excellence in Math Teachers. 
"This project is causing teachers to teach differently and 
children to think in a more constructive fashion," Wilkinson 
explains. "Problem-solving is a fairly high level skill and difficult 
to teach. We're providing concrete tools that the teachers can 
offer students to aid in the decision-making process." 
For example, teachers are supplied with worksheet projects 
and schooled in the methods for conducting them effectively. 
The following problem utilizes the "make a list" strategy: 
Problem: 
Your teacher agrees on the first da.y of school to let you have one 
minute of recess, two minutes on the second day,four minutes 
on the third day, eight minutes on the fourth day and so on. 
How long will your recess be at the end of two weeks? 
Teaching Actions: 
before-
1. How much time do you get the first day? 
2. How much time do you get the second day? 
3. How much time do you get the third day? 
4. What is happening to the amount of time? 
5. If you were to make a chart, what headings would you use? 
during-
1. How many days should you have for the two week period? 
2. What are you going to do to the numbers in your column 
titled minutes of recess? 
after-
1. What strategy did you use? 
2. What would be the number of minutes on the eleventh 
day? 
Wilkinson believes that providing teachers with schooling in 
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Jack Wilkinson, n'ght seated, observes fifth grade students use 
toothpicks to solve a problem. 
various problem solving techniques helps the students. 
"Specific actions taken by a teacher can aid in a students 
understanding of how to· go about completing a problem." 
According to Rathmell, who frequently uses grade school 
classes to test his concepts, 85-90 percent of math class time in 
elementary schools is spent doing paper and pencil 
computation. 
"What we're trying to do is get people to realize there are 
other things that can be done because when students get out of 
school, they're probably not going to use that kind of 
computation - they'll use a computer or calculator. 
"We're emphasizing the understanding of a problem. Rather 
than giving students a formula to follow, we want them to make 
decisions and take action based on the information and then 
evaluate what has occurred." 
Becoming a mathematical problem solver, is listed as the first of five goals of the new standards set out by the Commission on Standards for School Mathematics of 
the ational Council of Teachers of Mathematics of 
which Rathmell is a member The other goals are: learning to 
communicate mathematically, learning to reason 
mathematically, valuing mathematics and becoming confident in 
ones ability to do mathematics. 
The group worked this past summer to devise the 
curriculum and evaluation standards that will be presented to 
math educators at numerous conferences through the spring. 
Following feedback from the educators, the Commission will 
meet again next summer to make revisions. 
The new standards are a response to what tl1e Commission 
calls "the current crisis in the teaching and learning of 
mathematics and the resulting calls for change." 
A recent study comparing American students' math skills with 
their counterparts from around the world, found U.S. pupils 
trailing badly The study released in January 1987 titled "The 
Underachieving Curriculum: Assessing U.S. School Mathematics 
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from an International Perspective" placed the blame squarely on 
the curriculum stating it "lacks focus, challenge and vitality," and 
charging that concepts are repeated needlessly from year to 
year without building on them. 
In its 40-page report, the Commission cited a vision of 
curriculum for the year 2,000 and beyond that "methods of 
instruction need to emphasize exploring, investigating, 
reasoning, and communicating on the part of all students. 
Further it states that the five goals for math curriculum 
should allow students to "have numerous and various 
interrelated experiences which allow them to solve complex 
problems; to read, write and discuss mathematics; to conjecture, 
test and build arguments about a conjecture's validity; to value 
the mathematical enterprise, tl1e mathematical habits of mind, 
and the role of mathematics in human affairs; and to explore, 
guess, and even make errors so that they gain confidence in 
their actions. 
" Classrooms should be places where interesting problems 
are explored using important mathematical ideas .. .. where 
students are actively engaged in making conjectures and 
discussing ideas ... where teachers are encouraging students 
and probing for ideas." 
Northern Iowa's math education curriculum appears to have 
a head start in implementing the standards. Rathmell and 
Wilkinson agree that the department has been teaching many of 
the new concepts in teacher education courses. And both add 
that support from the department and the University has been a 
major faaor in allowing them to try new ideas. 
Math education is a very important role for the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 
says Dave Duncan, professor and head. "It hasn't just 
happened that way, we have intended it. We have six 
faculty members for whom math education is their primary 
responsibility and others in the department who teach an 
occasional course. 
"The department is heavily involved in national and state 
organizations and presents information at many conferences. 
We publish our research findings and we keep in touch with 
our alumni by sending them an annual newsletter" 
Even more importantly, Duncan points out are the benefits to 
the students. "Our people are really up to date on current 
learning methods and curriculum. When they go into the 
classroom, students don't get stale 20-year-old ideas." 
Students are also given the opportunity to participate in the 
testing of new concepts. For example, Ed Rathmell continually 
conducts action research in local grade schools and takes 
students from his Methods classes with him. Another way 
students become involved is through tutoring. 
Janelle Parizek learns by tutoring other students. 
Janelle Parizek, a senior majoring in middle school/junior 
high education with math as the subject field, tutors other math 
students 13 hours a week. She answers questions about 
assignments, provides study support for tests and encourages 
students to talk with instructors. 
The tutoring experiences have strengthened her teaching 
skills by providing a "mini-student teaching experience" as she 
calls it. 
"One of the biggest things I've learned is how to ask quided 
questions that will help them figure out the answer. I've also 
learned how to handle questions from several students at the 
same time. And if I'm not sure whether I handled a situation 
appropriately, I ask Diane (Thiessen, associate professor) or Ed 
(Rathmell) and they'll give me advice or lead me to other 
resources." 
"In high school I sat down with my high school advisor and 
asked her where I should go to college. She asked me to name 
my favorite teachers and then noted that they all graduated from 
Northern Iowa. 
"My high school math instructor, who I consider the ideal 
teacher, also told me UNI had a great reputation and that if I 
wanted to put in the effort, the professors would help me 
succeed. 
"But it wasn't until I experienced the Univ~rsity myself that I 
knew I had made the right decision." N 
Appropriate. 
That's the word used to describe the presentation of new 
national math teaching standards at the University of 
Northern Iowa's annual fall math conference. 
"I personally think its neat that this institution is the 
place where the new standards were first unveiled because 
of its past and present commitment to mathematics. 
"Superb teachers and key leaders have made this 
University one of the top places in the nation for teachers of 
math education." The speaker was Paul Trafton, professor of 
math education, National College ofEducation, Evanston, 
Illinois and one of four people who led the Commission on 
Standards for School Mathematics organized by the 
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). 
Trafton was speaking of Northern Iowas heritage of 
leadership in math education that began in the 1950s, even 
before the national consciousness was raised over Sputnik. 
Northern Iowa professors such as Henry Van Engen, Harold 
"Bud" ltimble, Glenadine Gibb and Alexander Hamilton 
were already working on a new math curriculum then. 
In addition, The Arithmetic Teacher, the definitive 
publication for teachers, was published here for 10 years, 
with Gibb as editor. The four professors also published 
several widely used textbooks. 
Today, Ed Rathmell,Jack Wilkinson, Bonnie Litwiller and 
Dave Duncan are nationally recognized authorities on math 
education for their research, published works and 
participation in national math organizations. 
Wilkinson, professor of mathematics, was a five-year 
member of the group that devised An Agenda for Action. 
He served on the board of governors of the National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education and is 
currently co-director of a two-year project on devising a 
problem solving model that will be used to teach 
instructors nationwide. 
Rathmell, professor of mathematics, is currently a 
member of the Commission devising standards for the 
future that were announced for the first time this fall at 
Northern Iowas 26th Annual K-12 Mathematics Conference. 
He is also on the editorial panel of The Arithmetic Teacher, 
the authoritative magazine for math educators. 
Litwiller, professor of mathematics, is chairperson of the 
Publications Committee of the School Science and 
Mathematics Association. Along with David Duncan, 
professor and head of the Department of Mathematics and 
Computer Science, she has published more than 400 
articles and two books. 
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Northern Iowa finds the one-room school 
a vivid symbol of education 
by Jo Fredrickson 
Student Assistant 
Gertrude King Shaw, 2-yr '40, knows 
the meaning of the term individualized 
education. It's an idea she became 
familiar with as the teacher of nine rural 
Iowa school children ranging from the 
first to sixth grade levels. "When you work 
with one student at a time, you see their 
weaknesses pretty fast," Shaw says. 
Shaw was the last teacher to conduct 
classes at the one-room school that was 
chosen by the University of Northern 
Iowa in its search for "the" one-room 
school, which began last November The 
University's goal was to locate a vivid 
symbol of education in Iowa representing 
the ties that exist between UNI's rich 
educational history and the heritage of 
the state. 
The school chosen was located 
outside of Laurens in Pocahontas County. 
Referred to as the Marshall Center 
School, it was last used as an educational 
facility in 1943. 
The 107-year-old school was 
transported across the state to Cedar Falls 
on a flatbed truck, averaging a pace of 
about fifty miles a day. The approximately 
200-mile trip to the Northern Iowa 
campus took four days. The school, now 
located behind the Education Center, will 
be renovated in the spring and used for a 
variety of educational and cultural 
purposes. 
"When I think of one-room schools, I 
think of the heartiness of the pioneers," 
Shaw says. "Education must have meant an 
awful lot to them in order to build the 
schools and board the teachers. 
One-room schools are something that 
should be remembered." 
She was hired to teach at the Marshall 
Center School in 1943. "I had to go to the 
school director's house to sign the 
contract. He was the man who saw to it that 
the supplies, like coal, were there and that 
everything was in working order," Shaw 
recalls. 
A typical school day was initiated with 
the Pledge of Allegiance and a song, 
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Alice Renaud, class of '38, a member of the One-Room School Aduisory Committee, te!L, the 
audience at the send-off party how the committee chose the Marshall Center School. 
according to Shaw. Then, depending on 
the weather, students stood around the 
stove to warm up before the lessons 
began. Shaw taught six levels at the 
school and was required to prepare a 
multitude of lessons to accommodate the 
wide range of students. 
"In the morning, I started the younger 
ones with their lessons first, and the older 
students worked on assignments from 
the day before. Then I moved on to the 
older students, and the younger ones 
were on their own," she explains. 
"They had to work individually. This 
was the biggest advantage of a one-room 
school. Students learned to be 
independent, looking up their own 
materials and finding their own answers 
at times." 
Ruth Walsh, one of Shaw's first grade 
students in 1943, also recalls the 
surroundings of the one-room school 
environment. "We would stand around 
the stove in the morning. It was very tall. 
You know how things seem bigger when 
you're younger? It seemed like that stove 
was about eight feet tall," she says. 
Like Shaw, Walsh reflects on the 
incidents of the Marshall Center School 
with fondness. "It was companionship. 
There were only two in my class, so we 
did everything together We also learned 
from the grades above us because we 
absorbed what was going on all day," 
Walsh explains. 
"When the teacher was with other 
students, we just locked them out and did 
what was necessary. We were also quiet 
because we had our own work to do," 
she adds. 
Dr. Glenn Hansen, dean of continuing education and special programs, uses a traditional 
means of calling the gathering to orde,: He's assisted by the Dixieland Bearcats, a group q( 
student musicians.from Northern Iowa's School q( Music. 
Of course, during the day, there was 
time set aside for fun and games. "Noon 
was an hour long. We would eat our 
lunch and then usually we'd pick up a 
ballgame for awhile before we went back 
to class," Shaw remembers. 
Then it was back to reading, writing 
and arithmetic, not necessarily to the tune 
of a hickory stick. "I don't ever remember 
her (Shaw) hollering. She was very 
patient. I can imagine her wanting to pull 
her hair out, but I never remember her 
being angry," Walsh says. 
Shaw places the credit on the students. 
"I had an exceptional group of children. 
They all helped. The older ones helped 
the little ones, and the little ones would 
learn from the older ones," she notes. 
After an eventful day of academics and 
socializing, there was time to step back 
and take a deep breath in the 
surroundings of a rural environment. 
"Walking to and from school seemed a 
long way. I really only had to walk a mile 
and a half," Walsh says. 
"It was a time to be by myself, to look 
at dandelions, flowers and birds.Just to 
wander home taking my time." 
At the end of the year, the Marshall 
Center School was closed and the children 
were sent to nearby consolidated schools. 
Ruth Walsh went to school at Laurens. 
"That was a big school. There were 42 in 
my class, and I hated every minute of it. I 
lost all the attention I received at the 
one-room school," she says. 
Shaw echoes those sentiments. "I 
think the one-on-one, the personal 
teaching left with the one-room schools. 
Everybody was important in those 
classrooms." 
With a goal of preserving memories 
like Shaw's and Walsh's, the one-room 
school house search committee sifted 
through nearly fifty nominations from 
all over the state. 
Committee members included 
Mildred K Hagenson, 1-yr. '36, Cedar 
Falls; Alice Renaud, 2-yr. '38, Grinnell; 
Chuck Offenburger, columnist for the 
Des Moines Register; Gordon Rhum, 
dean emeritus of Northern Iowa's 
College of Education; and Glenn 
Hansen, dean of continuing education 
and special programs at Northern Iowa. 
The criteria for selection of the school 
house included how moveable the 
structure was, whether the building 
would be available to the University at no 
cost and whether the building was still on 
its original site. 
The Marshall Center School was 
donated by Alvin and Bernice Lindquist of 
Laurens and Dr. and Mrs. CA Lindquist of 
Fort Dodge. A ceremony celebrating it s 
move to campus was held in October at 
the schools original location. 
Push begins 
for more 
minorities 
A new position, coordinator of 
minority recruitment, has been created to 
spearhead the drive for minority students 
on campus. 
Northern Iowa's efforts are in response 
to the Iowa State Board of Regents 
request that the state institutions strive for 
8.5 percent minority enrollment by 1991. 
The University's current minority 
population is 2 percent. 
"We at UNI have a civic responsibility, 
as do our colleagues, to expand minority 
enrollment at our University," President 
Constantine Curris stated in an address to 
the faculty this fall. 
"Most demographers now project that 
by the turn of the century one out of every 
three Americans will be a minority. The 
impact on schools will be significant," he 
continued. 
According to Curris, 46 percent of 
Texas' school population and 48 percent 
of Californias are now minority. He noted 
that these figures should be compared to 
educational data that shows there are 
fewer Blacks on college campuses than 
there were six years ago. Also, the 
number of Hispanic students is far below 
that of Whites and Blacks in American 
colleges. 
Curris quoted Robert Atwell, president 
of the American Council on Education, 
"We now contemplate the devastating 
scenario of a nation with a large 
underclass of undereducated and hence 
underemployed or unemployable 
citizens. Not only would such an 
underclass be a tremendous drain on the 
social welfare and justice systems, but the 
loss in productivity would have an untold 
effect on our country's ability to compete 
economically at home and abroad." 
The position of minority recruitment 
coordinator has been filled by Juanita 
Wright, formerly the assistant director of 
the Educational Opportunities Program 
(EOP). Wrights main concern is to attract 
minorities to the University. 
"My job is to develop programs and 
coordinate activities that will identify 
continued on page 20 
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Minority recruitment continued-----------------------------
Juanita Wn'ght 
prospective minority students for 
recruitment to the University. Some of the 
programs include exposing the 
University to a wide range of prospective 
students and exposing students to the 
University. 
"The more familiar people are with 
something, the more comfortable they'll 
be in that environment. So, I try to 
encourage students to visit and become 
familiar with Northern Iowa," she 
explains. 
Out-of-state recruitment is being 
considered as well."We're looking at 
identifying junior colleges and high 
schools with substantial minority 
enrollments. Along with that, we're 
looking at in-state schools with high 
numbers of minority students," she adds. 
In addition to appealing to schools 
with large numbers of minority students, 
Wright is pursuing other avenues to 
attract students. "We're trying to identify 
scholarship monies that would be 
available for minority students." She will 
also be creating programs to encourage 
elementary, junior high and high school 
students to continue their education after 
high school. 
"There are a larger number of 
dropouts at the secondary level today: 
There have also been many cuts in 
federal financial aid and a tendency for 
schools to tighten admission standards 
that might discourage minorities from 
applying," she explains. 
According to Wright, the need for 
minorities at a university is vital. "When 
there is a lack of minority students on a 
campus, the other students don't have the 
opportunity to learn, to be expos~d, to be 
aware of different cultures and diverse 
backgrounds. Consequently, there's no 
opportunity for an appreciation of 
cultural differences. Where else are 
people going to be exposed to a diverse 
culture if not at a university?" 
Wright feels that the issue of minority 
recruitment should be addressed by the 
University as a whole. "Recruitment is the 
responsibility of the University. With the 
assistance of the entire University 
community, we can make a difference in 
increasing the number of minority 
students and providing an atmosphere 
where minority students can continue 
and graduate," she explains. 
Another goal of a successful minority 
recruitment program involves increasing 
the awareness of students. "I hope to 
provide them with more information to 
make decisions about post-secondary 
education. 
"I'd like them to believe that an 
education at Northern Iowa is possible, 
that it can be achieved," she emphasizes. 
Women research barriers preventing 
advancement ________________ _ 
Identifying barriers that hinder 
women and minorities from career 
advancement by utilizing a problem-
solving process was the dual purpose of a 
research grant awarded to a group of 
Northern Iowa faculty and staff. 
Seventeen women participated in the 
Model 1taining Program: Strategies for 
Preparing Women for Higher Education 
Administration funded by a $170,000 
grant from the Womens Educational 
Equity Act under the U.S. Department of 
Education including matching funds from 
the University. 
Using a computerized process called 
Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM), 
an innovative problem-solving technique, 
the group devised solutions for 14 of 37 
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barriers that women experience when 
trying to enter and advance in 
administration. 
Some of the barriers solutions were 
devised for include: a lack of women on 
search committees for vacant positions, 
absence of encouragement for upward 
growth from supervisors, less recognition 
for accomplishments, tradition against 
promoting from within, conflict between 
personal and professional goals and 
unequal application of job criteria among 
candidates. 
For example, members who 
determined strategies to overcome lack of 
women on search committees conducted 
a survey gathering names of women who 
would be willing to serve and their areas 
of expertise. The list was distributed to 
University administrators with a letter 
encouraging them to choose from the list 
when forming a search committee. 
The results of the one-year study were 
Curris takes strong stance against tuition hike 
President Constantine Curris is 
continuing his campaign against tuition 
increases following the Iowa State Board 
of Regents' decision to raise the rates 
students pay at the three state universities. 
"I believe that the pronounced trend 
toward greater reliance upon student 
tuition is fraught with danger," he states in 
a letter to Northern Iowa faculty and staff. 
By a narrow vote, the Regents 
approved a 9.1 percent tuition increase 
for the 1988-89 academic year, despite 
Curris' arguments that the state needs to 
assume a greater share of the burden for 
education. 
In a strong presentation at the 
September Board of Regents meeting 
Curris voiced the need to reestablish a 
better balance between tuition 
contributions and contributions from the 
public for higher education. Roland 
Carillo, Northern Iowa's director of 
financial aid, also spoke of the stress 
placed on students in the past year 
because of tuition increases and federal 
aid cuts. 
"I have heard many, many parents 
personally share with me their frustration 
at not being able to get financial aid, and 
in some instances, any form of aid." 
presented at a conference "Leadership for 
Tomorrow", September 18-19, attended 
by women from colleges, universities and 
community colleges statewide. 
The group, titled Women for 
Educational and Administrative 
Leadership, (WEAL) is continuing to 
devise and implement solutions for 
overcoming barriers to advancement. 
Members will work with University 
administrators to develop policies that 
alleviate obstacles hindering women and 
minorities. In addition, the group 
will utilize ISM as a decision-making 
process and teach the problem-solving 
method to new members. 
The women involved in the Model 
Training Program grant were: Project 
Carillo explained that because of changes 
in federal regulations, it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to acquire financial 
aid to help with the higher costs of 
tuition. 
TI1e most recent reductions that have 
been made in federal programs involve 
the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) and 
the redefinition of dependent and 
independent students. The GSL was 
previously a non-need based program 
and families with incomes of $30,000 or 
less usually received the loan. Families 
with incomes over $30,000 had to 
complete a needs analysis. 
Under the new regulations, all families 
are required to complete a needs 
analysis. Carillo told the Board that since 
the plan includes reporting both income 
and assets, many families are being asked 
to contribute "considerably more money 
this year than last year." 
Independent students are also 
required to be independent for two years 
prior to application for financial aid. This 
changes the status of some independent 
students back to that of dependent. 
Looking ahead to next year, Curris asks 
University faculty and staff for support 
and understanding. "It is apparent that 
Director, Donna Thompson, associate 
professor, Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation; Pat Bassett, BA '71, liberal 
arts placement director; Counseling 
Placement and Career Services; Laura 
Behrens, senior producer, KUNIIKHKE; 
Debra]. Blake, BA '77, assistant 
publications administrator;Julie Bright, 
BA '75, athletic business manager, 
Intercollegiate Atl'lletics;Judy Decker, BA 
'78, MA '83, assistant director, Financial 
Aid; Susann Doody, associate professor, 
Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation; Ann Dunbar, MA '60, Ed.S. 
'67, associate professor, Educational 
Psychology and Foundations; Mary 
Franken, associate professor; Home 
Economics; oreen Hermansen, MA '71, 
consideration is already being given to 
yet another major tuition increase next 
fall ," he says in his letter. 
Curris notes that "an excessive 
reliance on tuition dollars to finance 
universities may well continue until there 
is a rekindling of public support of higher 
education. 
"My colleagues may view significant 
tuition increases as inevitable, even 
desireable, but I do not," he explains. 
Curris stresses that the University 
community should work to improve the 
relations of faculty and students, which he 
believes may be damaged because tuition 
monies were used to increase faculty 
salaries. He also believes that University 
officials should make every effort to 
provide ample financial aid and work 
study programs. 
In conclusion, he stresses the need to 
empathize with students. "As we relate to 
students, especially those struggling to 
make ends meet, we need to show 
understanding and concern. Universities 
are human institutions; these are critical 
times when that precept needs 
affirmation." 
associate director, Admissions. 
Others involved included:Jane 
Juchems, operations and training 
coordinator, Personnel Services; Elaine 
Kalmar, associate professor, English 
Language and Literature; Margaret 
Merrion, promoted to associate dean, 
College ofFine Arts, Ball State University; 
Marilyn Monteiro, promoted to 
affirmative action officer; University of 
Northern Illinois; Ruth Ratliff, assistant to 
the dean, Graduate College; Marlene 
Strathe, Ed.S. '73, associate dean, College 
of Education. 
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"I like what I'm doing. This is where I want to be for 
the moment. " 
by Debbie Blake, Editor 
and Bonnie Gates, Student Assistant 
As the first woman judge in Iowa, Lynne Brady, BA '68, knows what it's like to live in 
a "glass house." After 14 years of serving Iowa's Sixth 
Judicial District, people still whisper behind her back at the 
grocery store, "There's Judge Lynne Brady." 
She's been subjected to close scrutiny in the classroom as 
one of six women law students and while no one has 
challenged her autho rity she has received many surprised looks 
from litigants and lawyers in the courtroom. 
As a college student, Brady had a hard time finding her niche. 
An animal lover, her first desire was to be a veterinarian, but the 
vet that doctored her parents farm animals kept telling her 
'thats no job for a woman.' She studied textiles and fashion 
design for a quarter at Iowa State before transferring to 
Northern Iowa where she was talked into being a math major 
'because she'd always been good at math.' But the abstractness 
of calculus dissuaded her, and she ended up graduating with a 
degree in English. 
After a year of working for an insurance fi rm in Des Moines, 
Brady was still not fulfilled. She decided to try law and 
graduated third in her class from Drake University in 1972. 
"In law school, women were either totally ignored or called 
on all the time. There was no in-between. We had to be better 
than everybody or we didn't make it," she recalls. Despite her 
high class ranking, Brady only received three requests to 
interview for jobs, one of which was the position of assistant city 
attorney for Cedar Rapids. 
It was that job that started her on a swift rise within the 
judicial system. Eleven months later she was named to the Cedar 
Rapids municipal bench, a position she he ld for 24 hours before 
it became incorporated into the newly created state judicial 
system under the Judicial Reform Act of 1973. Her new title was 
district associate judge with jurisdiction over a six county area 
handling small claims and traffic court and misdemeanor 
criminal offenses such as drunken driving. 
"It was intimidating. The first jury trial I saw was when I 
presided over one," she explains. "The things lawyers do several 
years out of law school I did first as a judge ." 
Brady met the challenge with ease and attributes her success 
to her organizational skills and ability to understand both sides 
of a case. "Maybe it's because I'm a Libra," she jokes. A set of 
scales indicating balance and fairness is the symbol for the 
astrological sign ofLibra. 
She believes being a judge requires broadbased knowledge 
and views herself as a generalist rather than a specialist. Her 
toughest cases and the majority of tl10se she handled during the 
12 years as associate judge were the child custody suits resulting 
from divorces. "It's especially difficult when neither parent is 
very good at parenting," she indicates. The cases are complex 
and extremely emotional, but Brady has learned to not to let tl1e 
emotional issues overwhe lm he r. 
"I've had lots of practice, but the overriding factor is that I 
can't be good at what I do if I allow myself to become 
emotionally involved in a case." 
The cases heard by district judges, a position Brady was 
promoted to two years ago, again as the first woman, are of a 
more serious nature. Brady has presided over two murder trials, 
both connected with the same case, describing them as 
challenging, interesting and very stressful. 
"When you 're dealing with the death of one person and tl1e 
possible life imprisonment of another you have to be attentive 
to every detail. In addition, most murder cases are televised by 
the local media which adds another dimension." 
Brady remembers that the day the first trial was to begin the 
defendant received a death threat. "We used metal detectors to 
check everyone who entered the courtroom and locked the 
room each evening and searched it every morning. Its an added 
stress that I try not to think about but it's always there," she says 
admitting that she has had threats leveled against her several 
times. 
"I just put it in perspective and think that I could get killed 
walking across the street any day. " 
Besides being the first woman judge in Iowa, Brady is also 
the first woman to serve as president-elect of the Iowa Judges 
Association and next year will become the first woman 
president. 
She is currently chairperson of a committee studying tl1e 
participation of women and minorities in the legal profession. 
"Gender bias is a hot topic in the profession now and we want 
to fmd out if women are being treated differently by lawyers and 
judges or if theres just that perception," she explains. 
Personally, Brady has always felt supported by her legal 
colleagues and hasn 't been held back by her gender. And after 
14 years as a judge , she thinks shes found her calling. "I like 
what I'm doing. This is where I want to be for the moment." N 
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Notes from Elly 
By virtue of its bylaws, 
the Northern Iowa 
Alumni Association 
conducts its Annual 
Meeting during 
Homecoming 
weekend each autumn. 
A notice of this 
meeting must be published in the 
official alumni publication and/or in an 
area newspaper 
Sadly, very few people take advantage 
of this opportunity to anend a meeting 
and have a voice in Northern Iowa 
Alumni Association activities, which 
include electing new board members 
and planning future programs and 
events. 
If you had anended our Annual 
Meeting this year, you would have 
learned some fascinating facts about the 
Association revealed in a Three Year 
Progress Report compiled by the Office 
of Alumni Relations. 
From 1984 to 1987, the Association 
has made great strides. When members 
of the board of directors perused the 
report, even they were impressed with 
the accomplishments . . . and they have 
been a major factor in this very 
progress. 
For example, in 1983/84 the board 
held one meeting, there were no 
committees and no alumni chapters. In 
1986/87, the board consisted of 24 
members who held quarterly meetings 
and served on 10 committees that met 
regularly and implemented new 
programs. In addition 12 alumni clubs 
were chartered including e lected 
officers and boards. 
Other new programs implemented 
during that time period include an 
alumni travel program, 
alumni/admissions outreach program, 
alumni directory, Lux Medallion Service 
Award to outstanding students, the 
annual Eminent Alumnae Lecture 
Series/Enlightenment Luncheon, and 
more. The list goes on. 
Our volunteer support structure 
provides the impetus to keep searching 
for more and better ways to serve 
alumni and more and bette r ways for 
alumni to serve the Association. We 
have, in fact, become a viable and 
strong organization with reachable goals 
and·a commitment to attain them. 
The Associations most recent project 
is The Class Card and all of us are 
excited about it. By the time you read 
this, you will have received specific 
information in a lener from Tom 
Paulsen, president of the board of 
directors, and me. You'll also read about 
it on the back cover of this issue of the 
onpareil. 
Your board feels as I do in regard to 
offering you an opportunity such as this. 
It's a wonderfully easy way in which to 
support a worthy organziation such as 
your Alumni Association. Progress 
reports are designed to show growth 
and innovative approaches to increased 
awareness and visibility. As one part of 
our Three Year Progress Report, we 
believe The Class Card will be a 
positive and significant factor 
It's always good to observe where 
one has been in addition to observing 
the direction in which one is headed. 
This is especially true of an organization 
such as the Northern Iowa Alumni 
Association ... for we intend to serve 
this generation even though we were 
inspired by the last. 
by Elly Stettler Leslie, BA '52 
Director of Alumni Relations 
Alumni Association adds members, new officers 
The Northern Iowa Alumni 
Association board of directors has 
elected its new officers and members. 
The new board president is Tom 
Paulsen, BA '71, of Cedar Falls. Mimi 
Kingsbury, BA '68, of Waterloo is 
president elect. David Zwanziger, BA 
'65, of Waterloo is vice president. 
Gary Shontz, MA '74, Sp.Ed. '81 and 
Elly Leslie, BA '52, continue as 
treasurer and secretary. Shontz is the 
University controller and Leslie is 
executive director of the Alumni 
Association and director of alumni 
relations. 
New members of the board include 
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Junean Witham, BA '66, of Cedar Falls; 
Berdena Beach, BA '51 , MA '75, of 
Cedar Falls; and Kevin Stahle, BA '71, 
of Mankato, Minnesota. 
According to its mission statement, 
the Northern Iowa Alumni Association 
"serves as a catalyst for commitment to, 
and involvement with, the University. " 
The Alumni Association maintains 
avenues of communication between 
Northern Iowa and its graduates. 
The Association also helps to develop 
programs for alumni that strengthen ties 
with the University. By recruiting 
~tudents, constituent lobbying, aiding 
recent graduates and endorsing 
reunions and homecoming celebrations, 
the organization benefits the entire 
University community. Nonpareil is the 
official publication of the Alumni 
Association. 
Entrepreneur emphasizes hard work, 
respect for people 
For Allen Paulson, the visit to the place 
he "never wanted to leave," was a 
homecoming. For the students and 
faculty who visited with him and heard 
him speak, his visit was an inspiration; a 
firsthand look at a great success story. 
His rags to riches story began in 
Clinton, Iowa where his first job was 
cleaning hotel rooms and continues 
today as he heads Gulfstream Aerospace 
Corporation, manufacturer of private 
luxury jets, a company he sold to Chrysler 
Corp. for $637 million in 1985. In 
between, Paulson worked as a mechanic 
and pilot for 1WA, invented a solution to 
an airplane engine problem that proved 
lucrative and founded several successful 
business enterprises, all based around 
the resale of airplanes and airplane parts. 
As the inaugural speaker of the 
Distinguished Lectureship Series, Paulson 
spent a day on campus visiting with 
students, faculty and community business 
leaders. Unseemingly shy and humble for 
someone who woos clients such as King 
Hussein of Saudi Arabia, Paulson was 
obviously uncomfortable speaking before 
the large group that gathered to hear his 
lecture, "The successful entrepreneur." 
Later, he appeared more at home 
during a lively question and answer 
session with a group of honors students, 
recipients of Presidential Scholarships. 
Paulson, a firm believer that a person can 
do anything he or she wants to, told the 
students that the key ingredients to being 
a successful entrepreneur are a "desire to 
get ahead, setting goals and liking what 
you do. 
"Today a person has to be a specialist. 
You can't be a jack-of-all trades like in my 
day," he advised. "When you get into 
something, really get into it. Know 
everything you can." 
Following are a number of questions 
the students posed for Paulson and his 
answers. 
Question: How does a person cultivate 
entrepreneurial traits? 
Paulson: Hard work and hard thinking. I 
used to force myself to wake up early in 
the morning to think. 
The best thing is to find an exclusive 
product. I always looked for a new 
product or angle to keep from having a 
continued on page 26 
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Paulson continued 
Allen Paulson discusses business strategy witb Nortbern Iowa 's Preside11tial Scbo /ars. 
lot of competition. You have to stay ahead 
of the competition. 
Theres also risk involved, but the risk 
can be minimized with proper planning. 
Question: Is there a lot of pressure to stay 
on the top? 
Paulson: Yes, there is a great deal. When I 
was feeling a lot of pressure early in my 
career, I bought the book 1be Power of 
Positive Thinking. It advocates pushing 
out bad thoughts by thinking of good 
thoughts. For me that translated into 
'where did I want to go?' and 'what did I 
want to do?' I wanted to buy Gulfstream 
and I did. 
You are Class Note-able! 
Question: How do you define success? 
Paulson: I think I'm successful when I 
come out with a new airplane. That's what 
is rewarding for me. Money isn't a 
barometer of success. There are a lot of 
successful people who don't make 
money For example, I'm sure there are 
many professors on this campus who feel 
very rich inside. 
Question: What are the qualities of a good 
leader? 
Paulson: I like Teddy Roosevelts 
philosophy- speak softly and carry a big 
stick - which means you don 't use the 
stick I think its very important to 
Tell us about your work, your achievements, your fami ly or anything else that's 
happening in your life. Use this form to submit "Class Notes" information or a 
change of address. 
Name(s)* __________________ Class Year(s) ___ _ 
Old Address------------------------
City ________________ State _____ ZIP ____ _ 
ew Address---------------------------
City ________________ State _____ ZIP ____ _ 
*women should include birth name 
ews fo r The Nonpareil 
Send to: 
Office of Alumni Relations 
University of orthern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614 
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motivate people by asking them to do 
something rather than telling them. I 
have an open door policy, anyone who 
wants to see me, can. 
I consider myself a benevolent dictator 
because I think decision-making should 
be reserved for a selea few, but I'm 
always willing to listen to different points 
of view. 
Question: When you hire a college grad, 
what do you look for, grades or 
involvement in other activities? 
Paulson: Grades aren't the criteria for 
how smart someone is. A person can 
concentrate all his or her time on grades 
and miss out on other learning. Don 't get 
me wrong, grades are important too. But 
a student should set goals by determining 
what is most important to achieve. 
Paulson's time at the University came 
in 1944 when he was called to serve in 
World War II and was sent to Iowa State 
Teachers College with 500 other cadets as 
part of his pilot training. One of his 
fondest memories is of the 3,000 WAVES, 
avy women personnel, on campus at the 
time. Paulson recalls that there were only 
10 civilian men on campus so dances in 
the Commons Ballroom were stacked in 
the men's favor 
"The girls would ask us to the dances 
and even break in when we were on the 
dance floor It was a place I wanted to stay 
at the rest of my life. Happy times, a good 
education, a place I'll always remember" 
Paulson attended ISTC for seven 
months and then finished the remainder 
of his training in Virginia. When the war 
was over, he obtained his private and 
commercial pilot's licenses through the 
GI Bill. 
He lost touch with the University until 
recently when the football team made it 
to the quarterfinals of the Division IM 
playoffs (1985) and came face to face witl1 
Georgia Southern, the eventual winners 
and a team largely supported by Paulson 
whose name appears on their new 
stadium. 
Unaware that Northern Iowa had 
achieved university status and changed its 
name, Paulson later was overheard to say, 
"Well if I had known they ( Georgia 
Southern) were playing against my ISTC, 
I would have changed my allegiance." 
Class Notes 
'2 5 Allen Walker Read, BA, was one 
of seven people awarded the fi rst 
Distinguished Scholar Awards 
presemed by the American Dialect Society (ADS). 
The awards are presented for significant lifetime 
achievement in dialect sllldy. Read has served as 
secretary and president of the ADS. He is 
professor emeritus of English at Columbia 
University and president of the Linguistic 
Association of Canada and the nited States 
currently working on a dictionary of Briticisms to 
be published in 1990. 
'2 7 Max Noah, BA, was honored for a 
lifetime of service to music 
education with the dedication of 
the Max oah Recital Hall at Georgia College in 
Milledgeville, Georgia. Noah chaired the 
department of music there from 1935-1965. 
oah's achievements include serving in Korea in 
1949 as music consultant for the U.S. Department 
of Education, serving as president of the 
Southern Division of the Music Educators 
ational Conference and directing choirs in 
Iowa, North Carolina and Georgia. He founded 
Georg ia Music News, a quarterly magazine and 
organized the music department at Guilford 
College. 
'2 9 Leola Ham, BA, was recognized 
by the Iowa Communication 
Association for her State-wide 
contributions to the field. A retired high school 
instructor, Ham serves as a judge for the Iowa 
High School Speech Association ( IHSSA) and 
individual speech contests. As a speech director, 
Ham developed programs that have had an 
impact on competitive speech activities in Iowa 
schools. Because of her efforts, the IHSSA added 
one-act plays, interpretive readings and poetry to 
its list of competitive events. 
'~7Walton Lewis, BA, has been 
inducted into the International 
Heritage Hall of Fame in Detroit 
for 1is commitment to ethnicirv and service to 
the community, Lewis is the fo~nder of Lewis & 
Thompson Agency, Inc. of Detroit, organizer of 
the First Independence ational Bank of Detroit 
and the Southwest General Hospital of Detroit 
that focus on serving minorities and 
underprivileged residents. 
'41 Mary Ellen Solt, BA, has received 
a 1987 ational Endowment for the 
Humanities Fellowship, chosen 
from among 1,533 applicants. Solt, professor of 
comparative literature at Indiana University, will 
use the fellowship to write a book about Pul itzer 
prize winning poet Wi lliam Carlos Will iams. 
'46 Helen D- Dorr, 2 yr., BA '55, has 
retired from teaching following an 
extended career. She has taught 
kindergarten and first grade in Mason Citv for the 
past 34 years. 
'5 o Lee Smalley, BA, received the 
1986 Outstanding Technology 
Teacher Educator award from the 
International Techno logy Education Association. 
Lee has also been named the first Hormel 
Professor at the University of Wisconsin-Stout in 
Menomonie, Wisconsin, where he has taught in 
the Industr ial and Marketing Education 
Department since 1965. The Hormel Professor 
award was given for accomplishment and 
continued educational promise and includes a 
stipend that may be used for any professional 
purpose. 
Art Finke, BA, MA '68, has been named 
elementary principal for the La Porte City School 
system. Finke served as junior high principal and 
later administrative assistant for the district for 
19 years. 
'51 Roland M. Wright, BA, professor 
of accountancy at Southern Illinois 
UniversitY at Carbondale, has 
retired. Wright served as chair of the accountancy 
department from 1968-71. 
'5 2 Gene Fokken, BA, has been 
named superintendent of the 
shared school districts of Titonka, 
Burt and Sentral. 
'5 3 Bruce R. Swinburne, BA, has 
been named president of Mitchell 
College, a two-vear liberal arts 
---- college, in ew London, 
Connecticut. Swinburne has 
served as vice president for 
student affairs at Southern 
Illinois Universit)' at 
Carbondale since 1975. 
'5 4 Kenneth E. Anderson, BA, MA 
'55, received the Distinguished 
Alumni Recognition Award 
presented jointly by the University of orthern 
Iowa and the Iowa Communication Association at 
its convention in September. Anderson was 
honored for his leadership role as president of 
the National Speech Communication Association 
and the Cemral States Speech Association, for 
which he served as secretary for three years. 
Anderson is professor of speech communication 
and acting head of the Department of Speech and 
Hearing Science at the Universitv of Illinois in 
Champaign-Urbana. 
Teresa Gritzner Leithold, BA, MA '56, will 
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the music 
store she owns and operates with her husband, 
Roger, whose family has held the business for 
three generations in Holmen, Wisconsin. Leithold 
is a Yamaha certified piano teacher and was 
supervisor of student teaching at the University of 
Wisconsin-LaCrosse for 25 years. 
'5 8 Max Sylvester, BA, MA '66, has 
been named coordinator of the 
Eagle Grove Center of Iowa 
Central Community College. Sylvester has served 
as coordinator of guidance services, admissions 
and registration at ICCC's Webster City Center for 
20 years. 
'5 9 Chuck Chamness, BA, has been 
named vice president of sales for 
Precision of New Hampton, an 
automatic torque convener company. Previously, 
Chamness was traffic manager for the Home 
Shopping etwork. 
David Rasmussen, BA, was nominated for a 
1987 Presidential Award for Excel lence in 
Mathematics and Science Teaching. Rasmussen 
reaches at ew Hampton Community School. 
Miff Whittlesey, BA, has been elected president 
of the Hotel Sales and Marketing Association 
Illinois Chapter. Whiulesey is w ith The 
Management Group. 
'60 Murray p _ Hubbard, BA, has sold 
the Sibley Publishing Co. that 
published the Sibley Gazette-
Tribune and will retire from the business. 
Hubbard had owned the company for 10 vears. 
'61 Thomas). Switzer, BA, has been 
named clean of the College of 
Education at the University of 
Northern Iowa. lie has 
served on the faculty at the 
University of Michigan since 
1973 and as associate dean 
of the School of Education 
since 1981. 
'63Warren Roberts, BA, was 
honored for 20 years of service as 
adviser to the Maquoketa 
Community High School chapter of Future 
Business Leaders of America. He received the 
Distinguished Service Award at the o rganization's 
annual recognit ion banquet. 
'64W. Larry Markley, BA, MA '67, has 
assumed the position of di rector of 
Brown-Lupton Student Center and 
assistant director of student activities at Texas 
Christian niver icy in F rt Worth. Markley was 
vice president for administration with Texas EFN, 
Inc. since 1982. 
'66 Ron Brinkert, BA, tvlA '70, 
received a level three coaching 
award from the Australian Track 
and Field Association. Level three is the highest 
award possible and is obtained by thesis and a 
coaching examination. He is one of 19 national 
event coaches of the association and is an 
associate professor of anatomy and physiology at 
the Phillip Institute of Technology in Melbourne. 
Brinkert was also a featured speaker at a cl inic to 
help coaches and athletes of underdeveloped 
countries held in the Phill ipines. The clinic was 
sponsored jointly bv the Philippines Olympic 
Committee and the International Amateur 
Athletic Federation Development Commission. 
Gale Christianson, MA, 
has been named 1987 
Distinguished Professor of 
the Indiana State University 
College of Ans and 
Sciences. He is a professor 
of history especially known 
for rwo works on the 
history of science, one of 
which was nominated for a 
Pulitzer Prize in 1985. Christianson also 
addressed a colloquium of ewton scholars in 
the etherlands in July. 
'67Joel Ebert, BA, MA '74, has been 
hired as curriculum director at 
Iowa Falls, Alden and Acklev-
Geneva schools. Ebert was elementary pr incipal 
and curriculum coordinator at Algona for seven 
years. 
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Kathleen Crall, BA, received an Outstanding 
Service Award from the Iowa Office Education 
Coordinaror 's Association. Crall is an instructor in 
the Business Management Department at Des 
Moines Area Community College. 
Dean Meier, BA, Specialist, '80, Ed.D. '86, has 
been appointed superintendent of the Osage 
Communitv School District. Previouslv, he had 
been supe~intendent of ashua School District 
for four vears. 
Sandy Golz, BA, has been promoted ro 
circulation and production manager for Oster 
Communications, Inc. in Cedar Falls. She will 
retain her current duties as special projects 
manager. 
Mary Kainer, BA, MA '75, MA '85, led a 
roundtable discussion at the annual educational 
conference of the American Socien• fo r Hospital 
~larketing and Public Relations. I !er topic was 
"The Impact of a 1erger on Public Relations and 
Marketing. " 
'68 LindaJohanningenneier, BA, 
iV!A '72, is the new superintendent 
of the ashua Community Schools. 
She has served as superintendent of South Clay 
near Spencer for four years. 
Dave Fish , MA, has been promoted to the 
position of director of enro llment services at 
l lawkeye Institute of Technologv in Waterloo. 
Fish has been with HIT 14 vears, most recentlv as 
director of admiss ions. · · 
Lynne Brady, BA, was 
Grand Marshal of the 
Northern Iowa I Iome-
coming Parade Oct. 3. Brady 
is a district judge in Iowa's 
Sixth Judicial District based 
in Cedar Rapids. 
John A, Penne, BA, has 
been assigned ro duty with 
1st Marine Aircraft wind, 
Marine Corps Air Station, Futenma, Okinawa. I le 
has been a member of the Marine Corps since 
1968 and is currently a Lieutenant Colonel. 
'69 Steve Snyder, BA, has taken the 
position of executive director of 
the Chamber of Commerce in 
Tempe, Ari zona. Snyder was formerly executive 
director of the Ames Chamber of Commerce. 
Dennis C.Johnson, BA, has received a Ph.D. in 
theology at Marquette Universitv in Mi lwaukee, 
Wisconsin, finalizing his dissertation through 
Somerset University, Illminister, England. His 
area of emphas is is histori cal theology, 
specifically the writings of Martin Luther. Johnson 
is pastor of Our Redeemer Lutheran Church in La 
Crosse, Wisconsin. 
'70 Duane Lasack, BA, is the new 
vice-president of the Citizens State 
Bank in Wyoming. Lasack was 
executive vice-president of the Lowden bank for 
the past 13 years. 
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Roger L. Polark, BA, has 
been named divisional vice 
president - corporate 
accounting and corporate 
controller for Walgreen Co. 
He has worked for 
Walgreens since 1977, 
serving as controller since 
1978. 
Lee M, Rainey, BA, MA '72, 
has been appo inted 
director-distributor of 
marketing fo r Northwestern 
Bell. He has been with 
Northwestern Bell for 15 
years. 
Pat Geadelmann, BA, has 
rece ived the Cristine Wilson 
Award for Equality and 
Justice presented by the 
Iowa Commission on the 
Status of Women. 
Geadelmann, assistant vice 
president for academic 
affairs at the University of 
a Northern Iowa, has served 
as chairperson of the Commiss ion since 1979 
focusing efforts on improving education and 
employment opportunities for women. 
'72JeffCorkery, BA, MA '87, is the 
new Waukon senior high school 
pr incipal. Corkery has been at St. 
John's High School in Independence for the past 
two years after taking a three-vear leave from his 
education career to farm in the Independence 
area. 
Ruth Schlesinger, BA, has received a 
Commissioner 's Certificate from the Iowa 
Department of Human Services. Schlesinger has 
supplied policy perspective for the Health 
Maintenance Organization program 
implementation, working with county offices 
preparing local staff to help clients. 
Fred A. Krumme, BA, participated in Combined 
Arms Exercise 10-87 with 2nd Marine Division, 
Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. The four-week 
exercise included practice fire support 
coordination for the various support elements. 
He has been a member of the Marine Corps 
since 1972 and has achieved the rank of Major. 
Robert Longmuir, BA, MA '77, is the new 
superintendent of the ew Hampron school 
system. He was previously superintendent of the 
Hudson Schools. 
William P. Robinson, BA, has been appointed 
president of Manchester College, orth 
Manchester, Indiana. He was previously senior 
vice-presidem for institutional advancement at 
the University of Pittsburgh. 
'73 Paul Fields, BA, has been 
promoted to vice president of 
operations of Midwest 
Internat ional, Inc. Fields has been with the 
company since 1973. 
'74 Larry Rohret, BA, has been 
appointed executive director of 
pper Des Moines Opportunity, 
Inc. He was previously administrator of the Story 
County Care facil ity in evada. 
Becky Hiatt, BA, has been named marketing 
direcror of John Deere Community Credit Union. 
Hiatt joined the credit union in 1980. 
Tom Quinlan, MA, has been promoted to 
senior vice president and senior lending officer 
at First Interstate Bank of Mason City. He has 
served as vice president of the commercial loan 
department since 1986. 
J.R. "Russ" Green, BA, was 
named tractor marketing 
manager of Deutz-Allis 
Corp. in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. He was 
previously the agricultural 
tracror marketing manager 
of Kubota Tractor Corp. 
'75 Larry Anderson, BA, clinical 
social worker, has joined the staff 
of the Jasper Count\• Mental Health 
Center. He has l ived in the St. Louis area for the 
past eight years working with the chronica lly 
menta lly ill. 
Kenneth L. lcenbice, BA, avy Lt. Cmdr, 
rece ived the decoration for exceptionally 
meritorious service as the Logistics Officer, 
Office of the Assistant Chief o f Staff for Logistics, 
with Commander Ice land Defense Force, 
Keflavik, Iceland. 
David Craig, BA, is the new pastor of the Bible 
Community Church of Central City. I le was 
formerly residing in Cedar Falls. 
Stephen]. Custer, BA, has 
been elected senior vice 
president of Creswell, 
Munsell, Fultz & Zirbel, Inc. 
(CMF&Z), an advertising 
and public relations firm in 
Cedar Rapids. Custer joined 
CMF&Z in 1985. 
Jeff Steitzer, BA, directed 
" Red Noses," an epic 
comedy about the Black plague at the Goodman 
Theatre in Chicago. Steitzer is affiliated with A 
Contemporary Theatre in Seattle, Washingron. 
'76 Benjamin Guenther, BA, has 
been named president and chief 
executive officer of the Citizens 
ational Bank of Boone. Guenther has been with 
the bank since l 985. 
Kevin Leslie, BA, has been named 1987 Lion of 
the Year by the Lakevil le, Minnesota, Lion's Club 
for service to the organization. Leslie, senior vice 
president of the First Lakeville Bank, is a I 0-year 
member of the Lion's Club, has held severa l 
offices, served on the executive comminee and 
acted as liaison for the annual Renaissance 
Festival in Shakopee, Minnesota. 
'77Tim Dose, BA, MA '80, is the new 
superintendent of the Eddyvil le 
Community School District. Dose 
previously served as prin.cipal o f the Eddyville 
High School. 
Ken Wise , BA, has become a partner of the 
international accounting and consulting firm, 
Coopers & Lybrand. Wise has been associated 
with the firm for over 10 years, most recently as 
senior general practice manager. 
'78 Steve Palmitier, BA, was named 
regional direcror of the year for 
the Philadelphia Life Insurance 
Company. Palmitier is the regional director of the 
Kansas City office. 
Ned Sellers, BA, has been named high school 
principal at M-F-L Schools, Monona. Sellers was 
previously principal at Hedrick Commun ity 
School. 
'79 Marvin Boehme, MA, is the new 
superintendent for the Eastern 
Allamakee school district, Lansing 
and New Albin. Boehme was formerly 
superintendent at Luverne Community Schools. 
Ronald K. Raney, BA, has been elected to the 
board of directors of the Security State Bank in 
Hubbard. He is a four-year employee of the bank 
serving as vice president and agricultural loan 
officer. 
Sara Ulrich, BA, has been named training 
director of Iowa Management Systems. She was 
previously associated with Hardees, Inc. 
managing restaurants in Waverly and Coralville. 
Donna Steward, BA, has joined American 
Graphics Service as an account executive. She 
was previously circulation and production 
manager for Oster Communications, Inc. 
'80 Michael Batenhorst, MA, has 
been promoted to office manager 
of the Council Bluffs First Federal 
Savings and Loan branch office in Missouri 
Valley. He was previously assistant manager of 
the Red Oak branch office since 1984. 
Leanne Anderson, BA, has received the Iowa 
Young Careerist award presented by the state 
chapter of Business and Professional Women. 
The award included a week-long expense paid 
trip to the organization's national convention in 
Hawaii. Anderson is the owner of The Whole 
Country Caboodle in Hampton, a gift business 
operated on a home party basis. 
'81 Jan Hahn, BA, is the new vice 
president of human resources at 
Sartori Memorial Hospital in Cedar 
Falls. Previously, he was manufacturing 
supervisor with Square D Company in Cedar 
Rapids. 
'82 Karen Ewoldt, BA, has accepted a 
position as pharmaceutical 
representative with Roche 
Laboratories, Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc. in Allies. 
She recently completed the Roche Vertical 
Training Program to qualify for the position. 
Brian Freeman, BA, has 
been named vice president-
treasurer of Western 
Fidelity Insurance Company 
and Western Casualty Life 
Insurance Company. 
Freeman was previously 
assistant vice president. 
Julie Hayes, BA, 
represented the Waterloo 
Chapter of the Iowa Society of Certified Public 
Accountants in Des Moines when Governor Terry 
Branstad signed a proclamation declaring 
Certified Public Accountants Week in Iowa. 
Hayes, CPA with the accounting firm of Bergan, 
Paulsen & Co., is president of the Waterloo 
chapter that represents 197 members in 
northeast Iowa. 
Angeleta Smith, BFA, MA '84, presented 
"Paintings" a solo exhibition of oil paintings on 
canvas at the North Suburban Center for Arts in 
St. Anthony, Minnesota. 
'8 3 Steven Muntz, BA, MA '84, has 
been named producer/director of 
Iowa Valley Television for Iowa 
Valley Continuing Education in State Center. 
Muntz was previously media production 
specialist at Mercy Hospital in Des Moines. 
Kerry Kurtt, BA, has accepted a position with 
Elder Care, Inc., as manager of Bremer County 
operations. She was previously activity director 
for Hawkeye Valley Area Agency on Aging. 
Karl Sherry, BA, has been 
promoted to account 
executive at Campbell-
Mithun Advertising, 
Minneapol is. Sherr\' joined 
the agency in 1 985 as 
assistant account executive. 
Steve Young, BA, 
portrayed Romeo in The 
Peoples Theatre rendition 
of "Romeo and Juliet" this summer in Chicago. 
'84 ReginaJurek, BA, has been 
promoted to administrative 
assistant in the Trust Department at 
Cedar Falls Trust & Savings Bank. Jurek was 
previously branch manager of the bank's College 
Square office. 
Kevin Boatright, MA, has 
been named director of 
information services for the 
niversity of Wisconsin-
Platteville. He will direct the 
university's news bureau 
and sports information and 
public relations programs. 
Boatright was formerly 
• director of development for 
the Herbert Hoover Presidential Library 
Association in West Branch. 
Derek Voy, BA, directed The Peoples Theatre 
rendition of "Romeo and Juliet" this summer in 
Chicago. 
'8 5 Scott Weishaar, BA, has been 
promoted to manager of sales and 
operations and assistant to the 
director of marketing for Valley Industries of 
Lodi, California. He was previously district sales 
manager. 
Warren Wubben, BA, MA '87, has accepted a 
position as family home counselor at Lutheran 
Social Services in Superior, Nebraska. 
Daniel Leslie, BA, has accepted a position as 
director of sales/marketing with Kaiser 
Permanente in Portland, Oregon. 
Jodie Beth Stockberger, BA, portrayed Juliet in 
The Peoples Theatre rendition of "Romeo and 
Juliet" this summer in Chicago. 
'86 Patti Chiles, BA, has accepted a 
position as manager of the 
Southwestern Community College 
Satellite Center in Creston. 
Maxine Wade, MA, has had her thesis "How to 
Motivate an Employee in a Depressed Economy," 
selected for publication by the National 
Association of Accountants. Wade's thesis is one 
of 20 selected nationwide. She is an accountant 
for John Deere and Co. in Waterloo. 
Beth Eveleth, BA, was appointed Region 16 
Satellite Center director for the Iowa Economic 
Development Network. Region 16 includes 
southeast Iowa with the regional planning 
commission office located in Burlington. Eveleth 
was previously public relations coordinator at the 
Plymouth county work-activity center in LeMars. 
Scott 0. Schultz, BA, reported for duty with 2nd 
Marine Division, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. 
He has been a member of the Marine Corps in 
1979. 
David M. Shirk, BA, has graduated from basic 
training as a newly-commissioned officer of the 
Fleet Marine Force and been assigned to duty as 
a r ifle platoon commander with 2nd Marine 
Aircraft Wing, Marine Corps Station, Cherry Point, 
orth Carolina. He joined the Marine Corps in 
1978 and is a 2nd Lieutenant. 
Brian C. Colebaugh, BA, has graduated from 
basic training as a newly-commissioned officer of 
Fleet Marine Force and been assigned to duty as 
a rifle platoon commander. I le has been a 
member of the Marine Corps since 1984 and is a 
2nd Lieutenant. 
David W. Fee, BA, has graduated from the U.S. 
Air Force air traffic control operator course at 
Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi. 
Daniel L. Tomlinson, BA, reported for duty 
with 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing, Marine Corps Ai r 
Station, Yuma, Arizona. 
Douglas B. Hemsath, BA, has completed the 
Air Support Control Officer Course at the Marine 
Corps Communication-Electronics School in 
Twentynine Palms, California. 
Marriages 
70 Christine E. Shields, BA '71 & S Paul Fulwider, Janet Schiers & Steven C. Rathjen, BA '72, Lynn 
Peters & L. Tom Nehls, BA '72, Patricia R. 
Beadle, BA '74 & Jeffrey Knief, Linda). 
Munsinger, &John E. Ahlquist, both BA's '74, 
Jacqueline Wellman Meador, BA '74 & David 
Darrow, BA '86, Sherry J. Hauschild, BA '84 & 
Jack Hester, BA '74, DebraJanson Laird, BA 
'74 & Randall W. Lane.Joan Healy & Herbert). 
Hauser III, BA '75, Barbara). Wedeking, BA 
'76 & Dennis Johnson, Barbara Cresap & Jeffery 
Coselman, BA '76, Kathleen Dannen & Gerald 
L.Johnson, BA '77, Margaret Cigrand, BA '77 
& Keith Kohler, Barbara). Hicks, BA '77 & Scott 
Swanson, Ladine M. Koenigsberg, BA '78 & 
Thomas Elwood, Reta Taylor &John A. 
Humpal, BT '78, S. Diane Ratliff & Victor Chris 
Iehl, BA '78, Rhonda K. Wehling, BA '79 & 
Darby Posekany, Susan K. Davenport, BA '79 & 
Eric Santon,Joyce E. Nelson, BA '80 & Alan 
Scholle, BA '79. 
'80 Nancy K. Berg, BA &Jeffrey 
Johnson, Lora M. Clemen, BA & 
Philip Gravel , Penny L. Williams, 
BA & William McLaughlin, Catherine M. 
Averill, BA & Bradford Howland, Cheryl Elsbury 
& Todd Reiher, BA, Debra A. Irwin '86 & 
Steven Hangartner, both BA's,Joyce E. 
Nelson & Alan Scholle, '79, both BA's. 
'81 Catherine A Kriener & Kelly J. 
Slawson, BA, Carol R. Pace, BA & 
Donald Supenski, Karla S. 
Mickelson, BA & William Beneke, Elizabeth 
Maxey, BA & Robert Ray, Pamela R. Maurer, 
BA & Alan D. Mormann. 
'82 Judy A. Ireland, BA & Steven 
Peck, Kathleen A. Claes, BA & 
Dale Polson, Vicki S. Dass, BA & 
Gary Spellerberg, Michelle S. Mack, BA & 
Michael Hildreth, Kathryn). Whelchel, BA & 
Greg Mci nroy, Diane R. Pick, BA & Jim 
Harrington, Annette M. Maassen, BA & Bruce 
Spakes, Vickie J. Nauman & Gregory 
Tumilson, both BA's,Julie A. Schatz, '87 & 
Joseph Haskovec, both BA's, Linda L. Brenna 
& Thomas D. Cole, '86, both BA's, Cynthia A. 
Belden, BA & Mark Cryer. 
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'83 Cindy L. Brodersen &Joseph}. 
Hoefler, BA, Melody J. Schilling, 
BM & Matthew Thompson, Nancy 
Thompson & RobertJ. Kramer, BA, Carla 
Schons, BA & Micheal Fishel. Jr. Angela M. 
Gordon, BA & Robert Heaford, Lisa Saunders, 
BA & James Armstrong, Cheryl A. Turner, BA & 
Maurice Bolt, Kimberly A. Gates & Lynn D. 
Hopp, both BA's, Annette K. Frana, BA '87 & 
David L. Campbell, BA '83, Dawn L. 
McCampbell, '85 &Jeffrey (Kip)Jacobsen, 
both BA's, Kathleen Harding, BA & Alan 
Humiston. 
'84 Amy L. Moir, BA & l-losmel Galan, 
Kelly Schuler, BA & Rod Snavely, 
Jolene A. Ptacek, BA & Dewayne 
Purdy, Katherine S. Baack & WilliamJ. Shea, 
both BA's, Theresa Hammes, & Brian B. 
Relph, both BA's, Cheryl L. Larson, BA & Chad 
Benesh, Renita Pauley & Curtis E. Brand, BA, 
Lori M. Glowacki & DavidJ. Dupont, BA, Kathy 
K. Krueger, BA & Darol Brockway, Cynthia 
Dekoster & David Dunning, BA,Jennifer J. 
Sandvik, BA & John C. Hutchens, Sherry J. 
Hauschild & Jack Hester, '74 both BA's, 
Marcia E. Rosenbery, '85 & Daniel S. 
Bennan, both BA's, Debra K. Mitschele, BA & 
John R. Rohloff, Michele L. Benner, BA & 
Jeffrey Smitherman, Martha A. Hemingway & 
Andrew G. Schwandt, '86 both BA's. 
' 8 5 Chris Woodyard & Scott Murley, 
BA, Kathleen S. Sagen & Brian W. 
Thorne, BA, Lisa D. Clark, BA & 
Barry Donovan, SarahJ. Nilles, BA & Michael 
Stephan, Theresa M. Bohan, BA & Roger 
Stensland, Danielle S. Sinclair, BA & Mike 
Jacobsen, Sally Andorf & Brett Phippen, BA, 
Susan A. Brunner & Randy Baker, Tina Thill & 
Roger W. Kresbach, BA, Holly J. Hilbrands, & 
Mark Grubbs, '87 both BA's,Jean Blockhus, 
'86 & Anthony C. Grover, both BA's, Peggy 
Blackford & Tim Harris, '86 both BA's, Holly J. 
Hilbrands & Mark P. Grubbs, both BA's, Amy 
L. Moser & Brian R. Carlson, '86 both BA's, 
Marcia E. Rosenbery & Daniel S. Bennan, '84 
both BA's, Dawn L. Mccampbell &Jeffrey 
(Kip)Jacobsen, '83 both BA's, Denise A. 
Heisdorffer, BA & Arthur Stepp. 
' 86 Paula M. Massey, BA '87 &Jeff 
Dostal, BA.Janet Gibbs & Curt P. 
Nielson, BA, Shea Weber '87 & 
Paul McDermott, both BA's, Denise M. 
Hanten & Daryl L. Sauerbrei, bath BA's, Lori 
A. Leibold, BA & Dave Russell, Tracy L. 
Borlaug, BA & David Schultz, Dawn R. 
Cousins, BA & Toddj. Even, Karen S. Whitmore 
& ToddJ. Ryan, BA, Manha Runde & Thomas 
P. Reding, BA, PattiJ. Hasty, BA & Harvin L. 
Rust, Sylvia L. Eder, BA & Arnold Kurtz,Jr, 
Michelle M. Thimm, BA & Robert Biesiada, 
DeannaJ. Emberton, BA & Timothy Webber, 
Lori A. Sheets, BA & Kevin Shepard,Julia A. 
Eckles, BA & Ronald Ohrt, Karen S. Krapfl, BA 
& Kevin Didio, Kristin S. Quintus & Michael H. 
Wood, BA, Cynthia Dinsdale & Scott L. Bierle, 
BA.Janet King & Glen C. Hanson, BA, Diane 
Ingels &Jeffrey D. Twait, BA,Joan M. Pollpeter, 
BA & Anthony Stewart, Lori ewman & Richard 
D. Fry, BA, Kimberly D. Huffman, BA & 
William R. Freese, Gail Schwamman & Timothy 
J. Bradford, BA, DebraJ. Hilbrandt, BA & 
David Hill, Elizabeth Philips, '87 & Patrick 
Schwab, both BA's, Lori A. Bush, BA & Neil 
Boyer, Debra A. Irwin, & Steven Hangartner, 
'80 bath BA's, Rosemary L. Hood & Gregory S. 
Brandt, both BA's, Christina M. Grote '87 & 
Michael}. Ryan, bath BA's, Amy L. Moser, '85 
& Brian Carlson, both BA's, DonnaJ. 
Schinckel, '87 & Todd M. Goodell, both BA's, 
Linda L. Brenna '82 & Thomas D. Cole, both 
BA's, Peggy Blackford '85 & Tim Harris, both 
BA's,Jacqueline Wellman Meador '74 & 
David Darrow, bath BA's, Alice Madsen, '87 & 
Scott C. Swehla, both BA's, Tracy R. Thomsen & 
Brian D. Bell, BA, Jean Blockhus & Anthony 
C. Grover, '85 both BA's, Martha A. 
Hemingway '84 & Andrew G. Schwandt, both 
BA's. 
'87Julie A. Schatz, & Joseph 
Haskovec, '82 both BA's,Julie K. 
Gilbert & Steve Tjepkes, both 
BA's, Christina M. Grote & Michael}. Ryan, 
'86 bath BA's, Paula M. Massey & Jeff Dostal 
'86 both BA's, DonnaJ. Schinckel & Todd M. 
Goodell, '87 bath BA's, Alice Madsen & Scott 
C. Swehla, '86 both BA's, Pamela S. Scudder, 
BA & Scott Manhart, LisaJuarez & DaleJ. 
Palmer, both BA's, Darla R. Palma & Timothy 
D. Long, both BA's, Barbara Blake & Michael 
J. White, both BA's, Lisa R. Pearson, BA & Todd 
Stevenson, Teri Greenlee & Scott A. Sloan, 
both BA's, Holly J. Hilbrands, '85 & Mark P. 
Grubbs, both BA's, Kristine A Kunecke & 
Michael K. Albertson, BA.Janette Elbert, BA 
& James Nelson, Angela Gross & AlanJ. Loew, 
BA 
Deaths 
Lila Sullivan Fergesen, 1 yr '16, Manchester, 
died April 12, 1987. 
2 0 Alyce Hadley McDowell, 2 yr S '23, Waterloo, died September 19, 1987. Olive E. Waggoner, 
2 yr '24, BA '31, Fort Dodge, died June 17, 1987. 
Blythe Lorene Lamme, BA '27, Cedar Falls, 
died July 5, 1987. Winnie Goering McFarland, 
2 yr '27, Aines, died June 18, 1987. Alvin W. 
Schindler, BA '27, College Park, MD, died July 
27, 1987. Audrey toupee Esslinger 
Anderson, 2 yr '27, Desert Hot Springs, CA, died 
July 27, 1987. Helen Louise Gillham, 2 yr '28, 
BA '39, An1es, died September 1_, 1987. 
30 Deane Butler Elsberry, BA '30, S Marshalltown, died August 30, 1987. Richard M. Bristol, BA 
'31, Waterloo, died August 29, 1987. Mildred 
Smith Arnold, 2 yr '31, Atlantic, died July 27, 
1987. Willis D. Standley, BA '31 , Clear Lake, 
died August 4, 1987. Ethel Shaffer Burns, 2 yr 
'32, BA '51 , Des Moines, died January 20, 1987. 
Myra A. McDowall, 2 yr '32, BA '34, Phoenix, 
AZ, died June 19, 1987. Thelma Riggert Weber, 
2 yr '33, Waterloo, died July 4, 1987. Dorothy 
Getchell Crawford, BA '33, Anacortes, WA, died 
July 10, 1987. Oliver H. Stoeber, BA '35, 
Marshalltown, died June 12, 1987. Aletha Freet 
Alexander, BA '37, Cedar Falls, died August 3, 
1987. Betty McCord McDonald, 2 yr '38, Des 
Moines, died April 30, 1987. 
40 Robert W. Otto, BA '41, S Clintonville, WI, died February 16, 1987. Robert W. Bowen, BA 
'47, Mount Carmel, IL, died April 26, 1987. 
Barbara Christiansen Dooley, 2 yr '47, 
Alburnett, died June 17, 1987. 
5 0 Joan Ryan Heath, 2 yr '52, S Dubuque, died July 26, 1987. LeonardJ. Yilek, BA '52, MA 
'59, Plainfield, died Julv 17, 1987. Marlene 
Ostrom Hammond, 2 yr '53, Cedar Rapids, died 
September 5, 1987. LelandJ. Gritzner, MA '55, 
Tecopa, WA, formerly Plainfield, died September 
18, 1987. Duane S. Given, BA '56, Scottsdale, AZ, 
died May l 987. Connie Sovereign Markham, 
2 yr '57, Charles City, died July 4, 1987. 
60 John E. Ford, BA '67, MA '72, s Gilmore City, died July 18, 1987. 
70 Michael 0 . Rod, MA '72, Cedar s Falls, died October 9, 1987. 
80 Gary D. Dencklau, BA '81 , S formerly of Cedar Falls, d ied July 4, 1987. Lora Allenstein 
Coffin, BA '81 , Waterloo, died September 3, 
1987. Kathy S. Branson, BA '82, Iowa City, died 
July 29, 1987. 
Births 
70 Mark & Debra Lorenzen Acord, BA '75, Colorado S Sprtngs, CO, daughter born 
August 18, 1987. Jon &Jeanne Schreier 
Wiesley, BA '79 & '83, first child, daughter, 
Catherine Marie, born December 21 , 1986. Steve 
F & Jodie Schmidt, BA '79, MA '85, Cedar Falls, 
second son, Bradley Joseph, born April 27, l 987. 
They have another son icholas, 2½. 
80 Greg &Julie Rasmussen Ceilley, bath BA '80, Warner S Robins, GA, daughter, born April 
20, 1987. Gary & Dara Boelman Mcleod, BA 
'80, MA '81 , Three Rivers, Ml, daughter, Kiersten 
Elise, born September 30, 1986. John & Deb 
Shull Hambrecht, BA '83, Huxley, first child, 
son.Jeffrey George, born September 11, 1987. 
Blake & Kathleen McLaughlin Love , BA '83, 
MA '84, Missoula, MT, son, born May 20, 1987. 
Thomas & Keri Harris Hicks, BA '84, Mesa, AZ, 
son, Graydon, born October 22, 1986. Douglas & 
Debra Bauer Kuehne, BA '85, West Germany, 
daughter , Alaina Beth, born March 2, 1987. · 
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Perspective 
The river that came back to life 
Following are excerpts from an 
eight-part serles originally published in 
The Des Moines Register. The piece has 
been nominated for a Pulitzer Prize in 
journalism. 
by Robert Waller 
Old men and old rivers - its gravity that does them both in. That being so, 
I have come to the river again before 
gravity tugs too fiercely upon the pocket 
of my jeans. I have come to ride the water 
of my growing years and to wonder about 
Iowa, about where we go and how we get 
there and whether we might do more 
than just adapt and endure. I have 
returned to ask why we are less than we 
might have become. 
There is a sense of having lost our way, 
as a state and as a nation. Yet, within the 
reach of this curious place called Iowa is 
a chance to show that way to those who 
have lost it. I will think about that by the 
meadows and along the cliffs of my river. 
So it is that on a candy-striped dawn in 
late summer I am bent over my canoe 10 
feet below a small dam in southern 
Minnesota. On the southeast curve of 
Alber Lea Lake, water flows south through 
an outlet 20 feet wide, passes under a 
bridge on a county road and forms a 
small pond behind the dam. The Shell 
Rock River begins here. 
Old rivers and young people 
sometimes form strong bonds with one 
another. Thats what happened in my case. 
When I was growing, the Shell Rock River 
flowed clear and fast. It was only a block 
or so from my home in Rockford and was 
a source of incredible variety for me. I 
spent my days along and on and in it. At 
the end of a summer day, the fish stringer 
was almost always heavy as I walked 
home through the twilight. 
The wizard lives along the river banks. 
I lay upon my back in the evening 
pastures below Rockford and listened to 
him. That was 40 years ago. His words 
were ministerial and he gently prodded. 
'Watch the river and watch the fish; wet 
your finger and test the wind and make a 
wish. n 
So I would listen and laugh as he 
jumped and ran in ever-increasing circles, 
tracing rings around the moon. And he 
created within me, in the words of 
Thomas Wolfe, " ... a passionate and 
obscure hunger for voyages." 
By the time I was in high school, there 
were other enticements. I went to the 
river less frequently. But when I did, I 
noticed strange things. Game fish, 
bloated, floated belly-up with sores on 
them. Carp, unbothered by the foulness, 
came snuffling in and dominated. 
And the river of the otters began to die 
an ugly death. By the late 1970s, people 
along the northern part of the Shell Rock 
had to keep their windows closed. When 
the wind was right, the river could be 
smelled a mile away. 
You could have dragged a minnow 
seine all the way from Albert Lea to 
Northwood and come up empty. Studies 
showed the river was devoid of oxygen 
and fish for that 15-rnile stretch, and, of 
course, the effects were felt much farther 
downstream, as well. 
The same data indicated clearly that 
the major culprits in all this were the city 
of Albert Lea and the Wilson packing plant 
there. Unbelievably, the waste discharge 
from Albert Lea constituted 65 percent of 
the total flow of the river of the Albert Lea 
Lake outfall. Albert Lea turned the handle 
and everything unmentionable in polite 
company and family newspapers flushed 
down the Shell Rock. 
By 1978, the Iowa State Hygienic 
Laboratory drearily concluded, "The Shell 
Rock River once rated as a highly 
productive and desirable aquatic 
resource, will remain one of the worst 
examples of water quality in Iowa until 
the quality of water received from 
Minnesota improves." 
The mess in the river was exceeded 
only by the behavior of those supposedly 
responsible for dealing with the problem. 
Albert Lea whined about the lack of 
money to build a new sewage-treatment 
plant. Wilson balked during negotiations 
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over what share of the cost for a new 
sewage plant the company would pay 
Congressman Tom Hagedorn of 
Minnesota said he didn't really see what 
could be done. The water-quality-control 
commissions of the two states were not in 
communication with one another. In 
Iowa, the Des Moines Register tracked this 
inanity and on July 2, 1978, ran a 
desperate headline: "Two States Don't 
Talk as Stream Dies." 
Alben Lea received a federal grant to 
begin work on the lake, which acts as a 
conduit to the Shell Rock. But that money 
was used, instead to clean up a nearby 
residential lake bordering some of the 
finer homes in the city and the Alben Lea 
Country Club. 
Meanwhile this old river, the river of 
pike and bass, of catfish and beaver, of 
mussels, of muskrats, staggered and fell 
to its knees. And far downstream, if you 
listened closely, you culd hear a sad song 
late at night. The Wizard looked at the 
dying river and did not comprehend. His 
was the alchemy of fish and frogs and 
willows growing in a circular stand. 
From an aesthetic, recreational and 
even spiritual point of view, the situation 
was unforgivable. Yet, from another 
perspective, it was quite understandable, 
for the circumstances surrounding the 
debasement of the Shell Rock stand as a 
metaphor, of sons, for many of our 
contemporary problems. 
The cost of making choices 
A similar thing is happening with the 
problem of the ozone layer. Unless the 
range of choices is modified, or the 
outcomes of present alternatives are 
changed, there is no incentive for 
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business firms and consumers to exhibit 
different behavior. Appeals for shifts to 
higher levels of consciousness tend to 
have little impaa when people are asked 
to trade off either cash or comfort. 
Examples all around us have 
struaures similar to both the Shell Rock 
and the ozone problems. The infamous 
LaBounty dumpsite in Charles City, sitting 
atop the Cedar Valley Aquifer and 
threatening the drinking water of 
one-quarter oflowa, is one such 
example. Clear cutting the Amazon rain 
forests so cattle can be raised to supply 
the American fast-food chains is another. 
Heavy expenditure on arms leading to a 
burdensome national debt is still another, 
as is the fertilizer and pesticide runoff 
from farmland into water supplies. 
What we need is some way of bringing 
the future back to the present, and 
financial discounting through benefit-cost 
analysis has not yet accomplished that in 
the majority of cases. It starts to become 
clear that a democracy and its attendant 
market economy have a difficult time 
dealing with such matters. 
Finally in the case of the Shell Rock, 
the situation came down to individuals 
and threats. The mayors and civic leaders 
of towns on the Shell Rock got mad. 
People along the northern pan of the 
river formed "The Friends of the Shell 
Rock." Otto Knauth, a Register writer and 
outdoorsman, wrote a series of articles 
on the river and the nonsense going on 
over its demise. 1be Register ran a 
hard-nosed editorial indicting just about 
everyone, and Congressman (now 
Senator) Charles Grassley called a 
meeting and demanded action. 
The outcomes of the choices 
confronting Alben Lea were shifted, as a 
result of public pressure, threats of 
lawsuits and the like. The new 
sewage-treatment plant cost $33 million 
and came on line in 1983. Its interesting 
to note that the degradation of the river 
caused no fall in the gross national 
produa, but construction of the sewage 
plant to clean up the water did result in a 
tidy upward bump in our national 
accounts. Apparently we can dramatically 
increase our reward measure of success 
simply by spending to erase what never 
was debited. 
The new sewage plant appears to be 
doing the job. A report on the Shell Rock, 
the result of a major study involving both 
Iowa and Minnesota, was published in 
the spring of 1987. 
The data indicate that the plant has 
improved the water quality of the entire 
river. In faa, the quality of the water 
flowing from the plant is much better 
than what is flowing out of Alben Lea 
Lake. Walleyes and northern pike have 
been colleaed just below the plant, and a 
few channel catfish, which are highly 
intolerant of poor water quality, are 
starting to appear in the upper reaches of 
the river. The water quality has improved 
enough that fisheries personnel are now 
stocking smallmouth bass in the area 
around Rock Falls. 
Wizards words to young boys 
The rain of an August night falls on my 
tent, here above Northwood, and a few 
yards away the Otter rolls gently south 
toward a W12ard with lambent eyes telling 
a young boy 
See two looks a~ 
And listen 
Tha,t sound you hear 
Is the cry of your children 
Somewhere down the bloodlines 
And you thought . . . 
. .. It was only the wind. 
Robert Waller is a professor of management in 
the University of Northern Iowa School of 
Business. 
Perspective is a continuing feature of The 
Nonpareil that allows faculty, staff, alumni and 
friends of the University to express their views 
on various issues or present information of 
interest to readers. If you would like to be a 
guest columnist, please contact Editor, The 
Nonpareil, Office of Public Relations, 
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
50614-0017, (319) 273-2761 . 
Harvesting an income 
At age 68 Mary Anderson no longer wishes to manage the family farm. Mary, an 
elementary schoolteacher for 41 years, and her husband Merle, who died four years 
ago, farmed over 400 acres. 
Their two grown children have moved away and aren't interested in farming, but 
Mary relies on the income it produces. Mary also wants her children to receive the 
full worth of the farm. 
The University of Northern Iowa Foundation advised Mary to transfer the farm into a 
charitable trust paying her an income for life. She designated the trust principal to the 
Foundation to endow a scholarship program for students preparing for a teaching 
career in elementary education. 
With the resulting tax savings, she created a non-charitable life insurance trust for the 
benefit of her children. 
By investing in a planned gift through the University of Northern Iowa, Mary Anderson 
harvested a lifelong income for herself and financial security for her children. 
The Foundation 
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The Class Card 
It's here. The prestigious Class Card sponsored by the Northern Iowa 
Alumni Association and Merchants National Bank of Cedar Rapids. 
Available in Visa or MasterCard. 
Take a University Class ... Card that is. You'll benefit and so will the 
Alumni Association. 
Call the Office of Alumni Relations for more information, (319) 273-2355. 
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